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CHAPTE~R VIII.

OBSERVATIONS UPON THE TACTICAL IMPORTANCE OF THE·

DIFFERENT ARMS.

OF the different kinds of troops and other formations destin~ed

for war, of which the mobilized strength has been given ~in the

above statement, the Infantry, Cavalry, and Artillery are the

proper tactical arms, i.e. those arms which are destined for action

in the field. The important and indispensable share that falls to

the lot of the Pioneers, as technical troops in field warfare, has

already been mentioned, and it is superfluous to speak of the

necessity of the different Trains. Although the specially tactical

arms~pursue the object which all have in common--that of victory

--still the rale which each individulally has to carry out .differs

in character according to the arm; and, moreover, their tactical

importance is not the same.'·

The main strength ~of modern armies lies in the Infantry, and

so long as the Infantry of an Army remains unshaken, that side

retains a prospect of success. The foundation for this truth is

not merely to be found in the fact of the Infantry forming a

largely preponderating mass of the Army, and consequently in its

having to sustain the greatest weight of the combat, but rather

in its material efficacy, which has increased in proportion to the

high degree of technical perfection' which this arm has attained.

Another circumstance must be added wvhich concerns the German

Infantry especially, namely,-its peculiar manner of fighting in com-

pany columns, which ·enables numerous swarms of skirmishers to

be developed. As each individual man~ in the skirmishing
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system of fighting possesses more freedom of -action than he
could have in c~losed ranks, so iit is especially the Infantry who
bring into play the intelligence, existing even among the private
soldiers in our Army.

As regards the increased efficacy from the improvement
in firearms, it is only the Artillery which has progressed with the
Infantry, although not in the same degree; whilst the Cavalry,
whose tactical strength depends chiefly on the horse, which
cannot be improved, has remained stationary, and therefore has
relatively retrograded. In consequence of the more. extended
sphere of action of the two other arms, the Cavalry is compelled
to keep further back in battle, and its action is still more
limited to certain moments and circumstances than in former

times. Thus; amongst ot her causes, the rapid fire of Infantry
only admits of a prospect of success to Cavalry attacks, if the
Infantry has already been shaken, and' its tactical order consider-
ably disturbed.

The Infantry acquires especially gre~at importance by its ca-
pability of being employed equally well for attack and for
defence; not only in fire-action, which certainly constitutes its
principal strength, but also in fighting at close quarters; and that
by day and, when required, by night; in all kinds ·of ground,
if generally practicable; in short, pretty nearly under any cir-

* cumstances. All the more weight is given to this aptitude; for
manifold employment by the fact, that the art of war no longer
seeks by preference, as in former years, for open plains in the
theatre of operations, ·upon which to dispose the troops in close
lines and in the most regular order of battle ; but, on the contrary,
instead of avoiding hills and dales, woods and villages, and
country intersected by ditches and gulleys, these are intentionally
drawn into the scene of action. The company columns of our
Infantry, 'with their swarms of skirmishers, adapt themselves with
ease to such intricacies of the ground, owing to their movable
and elastic character, and there find themselves quite in their
right element.
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It may here be remarked in anticipation, that: by m~aking use
of all the accidents of' ground in battle, advantages are obtained,
especially for the defence. Villages, farmras, etc. afford the de-
fenders strong tenable points. The~ir troops find cov~ered posi-
tions behind the hills, in the ravines and ditches, upon the
borders: of the woods, etc. That portion which stands and awaits
the advance of t~he foe can use its firearms undisturbed. The
attacking side, however, is compelled to expose itself in advan-
cing, and during the movement is unable to fire at all, or can only
do so inefficiently. With all this the defence gains a great
material advantage, which the introduction of rapid-firing small
arms has considerably increased. But, on the other hand, the
attack possesses the advantage of concentrating its forces es-
pecially upon' one point of the enemy's position, and can therefore *
throw itself upon it in superior numbers; and the moral impulse,
which is as a rule upon the side which advances, gives~ the
attackin'g force a complete equivalent for all the material advan-
tages of the defence.. Amongst others, the· storming of Weissen-
burg, the Geissberg, the heights of Speichern and of St. Privat,
by the Prussians and Bavar-ians, in the present year, exhibit in
how brilliant a manner.this factor has been able to overcome the
greatest difficulties of ground and the most devastating fire.

To pursue this reflection to a wrider field, but one which, how-
ever, is not unknown to the reader--the attack in a strategical
sense has also the ascendancy in the larger war relations.
The plan of a camp~aign based upon it prescribes in a certain
measure the road which the course of the war is to pursue; it
lays down the lawi for its opponent. _The latter is hindered from
carrying out his own strategical projects; he is compelled to
think of averting the attacks directed against him; he is, in
other words, no longer completely free master of his actions.
Not to await the development~of the enemy's measures, but rather
to anticipate them by one's own, is called in military language
t'aking the initiativle (in German, making the commencement).
The initiative and the attack, however, are intimately connected.
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The genius of all generals of the fir~st order, from the time of
Alexander the Great, has been especially of an aggressive nature;
that is to say, they ~carried on offensive warfare. In the present
war the German Army Direction· seized the initiative. Imme-
'diately profiting by an advantage offered for the offensive,
superior forces were directed against one of the enemy's flanks,
and the campaign was opened with the victorious battles of

Weissenburg and Wbjrth.
Since the wars of Frederick the Great, the 'attack' which suits

the military spirit of Prussian soldiers, and has become the

fundamental principle of the Prussian War Direction, has in only 
one instance been renounced, when Prussia was destined to suffer

reverse - in the commencement of this century. Pr-ussia and

Germany, th'en internally divided, were conquered and humbled
by the same powerful and haughty foe who, in the present war,
has already been overcome by the arms. of united3 Germany,
under Prussian direction.

So much for the mutual relations of the two fundamental

forms of combat, 'att~ack' and 'de~fence.'

It has been mentioned above that the Infantry is equally well

adapted for either of these forms. -The Cavalry, however, is.
essentially an offensive arm, by which expression it must be
understood, that even its defence takes the form of an attack.

The tacti~cal strength of Cavalry lies chiefly in the physical force
of the charg-e. For this reason it: never receives the foe at the
halt, but, on the contrary, always goes forward to oppose him-

(attackts him).
To term the Artillery a defensive arm; as is sometimes the case,

can only be based on the untenable ground that it cannot im-

mediately break through the enemy's ranks like the Infantry
and Cavalry. But setting aside this limitation, the crushing
power of ordnance is just as serviceable for the attack as for the.
defence. At the same time the A4rtillery has one very weak
side. It is unable to: defend itself, if somewhat u-nexpectedly

attacked by ,Cavalry, and the smallest body of Infantry whi~ch
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succeeds in approaching it concealed from view, and fires upon
the serving troops and horses, can compel a whole Battery to
drive off. Consequently, in order to be secured from such even-
tualities, the Artillery in most cases requires an escort of the
other arms; it is therefore very dependent, in spite of its great
material efficacy.

Battles and fights_ of the present day are, as already mentioned,
chiefly made up of isolated fights round certain objects, namely
about woods (the Wood of Swip in the battle near Kdniggnitz
will be remembered) and villages. The latter then especially
play an important part, and the final decision is frequently de-
pendent on the possession of one or more villages. Thus Ligny
was a great battle, entirely made up of village fighting. Battles
of this nature, however, frequently deprive the Cavalry of all
opportunity of taking an active part in them. In $ights round
villages, the Artillery, on the other hand, can participate in the
attack by bombarding them; and at the defence by receiving
the enemy with the fire of its batteries in position on the flanks.
OnlyT in both these cases--namely, the immediate defence or
assault on these places--the chief action always remains the task
of the Infantry. The employment of Cavalry in large numbers,
in order to bring on a decision by their masses, is besides ren-
dered difficult by the frequent impediments of the ground and
by increasing cultivation. This is the reason why the Reserve
Cavalry is no longer formed in whole Corps, as in earlier times,
but is broken up into smaller bodies (at the most into Divisions).

Although, according to what has been said, the Infantry takes
the first place, in regard to its combative r8le, yet this circum-
stance does not exclude the other arms from taking a very im-
portant place in this r8le. How very necessary their support is
to the Infantry, and, above all, in what close mutual relations
the three arms stand, is proved by the organization of divisional
Cavalry and divisional Batteries, as already mentioned. The
Artillery, by means of the force of its projectiles, prepares for the
decision of battles, ~and even ·under certain circumstances decides
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them. The moment: for the employment of Cavalry (with the
exception of Regiments allotted to Infantry Divisions) presents
itself, it is true, most frequently, in the last~ stage of the lattle
only. But then, breaking forth from the Reserve, the complete .
discomfiture of the already shaken foe, or the pursuit of the beaten
enemy, falls to their lot--the harvest after victory-- always .sup-
posing that circumstances of the ground permit of their appear-
ing. inl great strength, which indeed is not always the case. The two
arms have also sometimes the opportunity of covering the imme-
diate retreat from the field of battle. This took place, for ex-
ample, in the battle of Kijniggrartz, on the part of the Austrian
Reserve Artillery and Cavalry. The former especially sacrificed
itself heroically on that day, to prevent the entire destruction of
the conquered army.

It follows from what has been said, that the conformation of
battles in the present day is generally unfavourable for the em-
ployment of large masses of Cavalry. Experience also shows
that, in the late wars, though the Cavalry has gained renown by
numerous brilliant feats, yet that the opportunity for a greazt deed,
t~e. striking a decisive blow on the field of battle, has been denied
it. This circumstance has given rise to the opinion, that the
effective of this costly arm could be considerably reduced with-
out any disadvantage, and~ therefore that this ought to be done 
for the benefit of the Army budget. This would, however, be a
bad financial speculation.

In the first place, no one knows whether the· scene of a future
war may not be on open: plains, and therefore with battle-fields
suitable forthe movements of Cavalry. To -mention a case in
point, although at some distance of time, we recall the battle of La
Belle Alliance, where the heavy attacks of the French Cuirassier
Corps, -between Hougoumont and La Haie Sainte, were in no
way wrecked by obstacles of the ground, but only by the stead-
fastness of the English line. But then indeed war is not composed
solely of battles and fights. It also comprises other and im-
portant branches, such as the whole of the security, intelligence,
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and partisan '-services, which two last: categories fall especially to
the lot of the Cavalry. The new principle which has of late
bc~en introduced, on the German side, for the employment' of
Cavalry must be taken into special consideration, as it opens to
this arm a more extended sphere of action in war, and provides
it with ample compensation for the-disfavour occasioned by its
uncertain actionl (because dependent upon circumstances),- when
employed- as a reserve in battle; which, however, is always
likely to remain its destiny.

The Reserve Cavalry stands, according to the order 'of battle,
in the last body of troops; therefore, even in marching to
encounter the foe, its place hitherto has for the most part been
at the tail, i.e. behind the column. In the present war the
Prussian Army Direction has so far departed from the practice
as to place large Cavalry detachments equally at the head of
the columns of march, not merely as reinforcements to the
Advanced Guards, but for freer and more independent action.
Thus, amongst other instances, immediately after the battles of
Weissenburg and W~ijrth, a strong and independent: Division of
Cavalry, provided with Horse-artillery, under the command of
H.R.H. Prince Albert (father) of Prussia, preceded the victorious
3rd Army in pursuit of the enemny, keeping always some days'
march in advance, and consequently a long way in front.

This Cavalry, then, adhering to the heels of the retiring foe,
disquieted him without intermission; drove his Cavalry from the
field when it occasionally stood in opposition; an~d covering a
large portion of the- enemy's territory with its partisan troops,
who made inroads in all directions, they secured its resources,
especially the means of subsistence, for their own' troops;
suppressed the military risings. of the population, and carried
with them into the very heart: of France a paralysing terror for
Gerncian arms. Large Cavalry detachments employed in such a
manner have thus become of specially important utility; for,
acting as an immense reconnaissance spreading out on all sides,
they kept the Army Direction acquainted with :the most im-
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portant events concerning the enemy; whilst at: the same time
the operations of their own Army Divisions, encompassed by a
sphere of horsemen, were impenetrable to the enemy's eye; thus
securving the strategical secret.

The ~anonymous pamphlet, either composed or inspired by
the prisoner at Wilhelmsha5he, 'Des Causes qui ont amen6 la
Capitulation de Sudan,' which makes interesting disclosures
respecting the French side of the war, touches upon this subject.
Besides the avowal of the numerous defects from which the

French Army organization suffered, it: mainly attributes the
misfortunes which befel the Army (even quite at the commence-
ment of the' war) to the curtain formed by the Cavalry, behind
wvhich the German Army Direction knew how to conceal the
strength, positions, and marches of the troops; in short, its
plans. .The absolute uncertainty in which the French found
themselves respecting the measures of the enemy has, according
to this publication, mainly contributed to the misfortunes of
MNar-shal Bazaine round and in Metz. Notwithstanding all their
researches, they were unable to ascertain with what forces they
had to do, or that the whole of the 2nd German~ Army had
crossed the M~oselle about the middle of August. Even on the
i8th, the day of Gravelotte, it was not: doubted that the retreat
upon Verdun could be effected without difficulty-a fatal mis-
takte To t'he indefatigable exertions of Prince Albert's
Cavalry Division is due the merit of obtaining for the Prussian
Head Quarters sufficiently early and correct information with
respect to Mlarshal MacMahon's march to deliver the Army
then enclosed in M~etz, so that mleasures could be taken not only
to~ parry the blow, but also to bring about: the· first great
catastrophe of this war-that of Sedan. And later, during the
operations of the 3rd Army upon Paris, the fleet, far-extending
troops or this Division spreading towards Orleans, procured
the first exact information of the import-ant: circumstance, that
a new hostile Army was in existence--the so-called Loire
Army.
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All this proves satisfactorily ~what a prominent part our
Cavalry has taken in the extremely fortunate progress of the
present war, although without having had the- opportunity of
appearing in a decisive manner upon any of the battle-fields in
the shape of Reserve Cavalry. The German Cavalry, as all the
world knows, is far more capable than the French: At the
-same time its excellent performances would not have been
possible---at any rate to the same degree: in which they took
place-if it had not been so completely superior in numbers
to the adversary, that the latter was everywhere obliged to
evacuate the field.

The demand for a reduction of our Cavalry will, after the
events of this year, be effectually silenced. Its effective, more-
over, does not surpass the proportion as a whole, fixed by the-
exigencies of war, and ac~cepted by other large Armies.
Germany must, however, be prepared to have to do with an
enemy whose Cavalry is just as strong as her own, and--is
better than the French.

In the following slight sketch an attempt will be -made to
illustrate, in their general features, the peculiar employment of
the different arms in the larger actions, and under the two
headings--Defence and Attack.

The ·Defenzce presupposes a position. When there is a certain
space, as in most cases, for the choice of it, one should be
selected with heights and a free view, favourable for the action
of arms, the troops being covered as much as possible. In front
of the position, and within reach of their own fire, there should
be obstacles of ground which impose difficulties in the way of
the enemy's approach; whilst, at the -same time, there must be
*no impe~diments to their own retreat, in the event of its~becoming
necessary. The Austrian position at Kijniggraitz possessed an
obstacle of this kind in the Bistritz swamp, whilst on the other
hand the Elbe, in their immediate rear, hindered the retreat of
the beaten Army in a disastrous manner. For a good position
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it is further desirable that the flanks should be •'upported by
impassable or at least: difficult ground.

M~ention has already been made of the solid support: which
positions acquire by the occupation of parcels of wood and

villages, etc. The latter, as also previously stated, should be
placed in a state for an energetic defence. An artificial
strengthening, especially of weak points, will be attained by
means of field entrenchments. In the present war, at first on
the side of the French, cover trenches (taken from those of the
Russians in the siege of Sebastopol) have come into use, in
which the riflemen obtain cover which otherwise could not be

found. Advanced posts, pushed forward ·to a suitable distance,
give security against surprise on the part of the enemy.

The front line of defence, thus prepared, is occupied by
Infantry, with dense swarms of skirmishers and their supports.
In the German Army this service falls to the lot of the company
columns. Behind this line is the main body (principal position)
of the Infantry, usually, formed up in two bodies, and for a while
in columns, ready to reinforce the front line, and should the
enemy nevertheless succeed in overpowering the defenders, to
withstand him in line with rifle fire, or in columns with the
bayonet.

The Artillery furnishes the entrenchments with heavy guns,
or forms up batteries on the points which are favourable for
their effect, in order to shell the enemy when at a great ~distance,
to subdue his Artillery, and, above all, to weaken his attack as
much as possible before ·he reaches the Infantry: position.
Behind the main body stands the Reserve, composed of the,
three arms, and in the strength of` from one-fourth to one-third
of the whole force. The Reserve of an Army Corps, for ex-
ample, will, consist of one Infantry Brigade,- a Division of

Cavalry, and several Batteries--the number of the latter being
depende'nt upon the force of ACrtillery, which it has been already
necessary to employ in the position itself.

The object of the Reserve, both at the defence and the attacks
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is to have fresh troops in readiness to reinforce the action, and
the3 necessary force for a decisivie effort. It is the last resource
for wresting the victory from the enemy. The comm~anding
officer, therefore, keeps it in hand and as intact as possible for his
personal' disposal at the decisive moment. In the defence, this
moment arrives when the enemy succeeds in carrying a part of
the. position, and obliging the main body to give way. The
Reserve then enters the lists, and, by a vigorous counter-attack,
drives back the onward-pressing foe. Another task for the
Reserve consists in opposing all turning movements 'by the
enemy, and for this the Reserve Cavalry and H~orse-artillery
will especially be employed.

It must* not, however, be imagined, that the action of the
defence is absolutely passive, i.e. that the defenders confine
themselves to remaining stationary with the sole object of
warding off the blows directed* against them. On the contrary,
well-directed counter-attacks, although small, are the means
·for offering a vigorous defence; for this, also, the D~ivisional
Cavalry is especiallyr adapted. This is called an active defence.
The action of the Reserve, as appears -from what has been
already said, is in most cases, even in the defence, of an offensive
character.

The retreat--should it become necessary--must be covered,
when circumstances of the ground permit of it, by employing
the whole force of Reserve Cavalry with the Horse-artillery.
If, however, on: the other hand, the 'ground in rear of the
position is very much cov~ered and broken, i.e. by woods, culti-
vation, villages, deep ditches, etc., an opportunity is given tothie
Infantry, furthest in rear, of covering the retreat by occupying
the positions which such localities afford. Under circumstances
of min~or importance, the mere border of a wood can be used for
this p~urpose.

The A ttack commences with the Advanced Guard driving' back
the enemy's outposts. The troops then form up, from the
columns of march, -in order of battle, bu~t still out of reach
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of the enemy's fire, and as much concealed from view as

possible. This is called the tactical formation for battle

(Au~fmarsck), as it has nothing to do with operations, but is

immediately connected with the fight. The commanding officer

reconnoitres the position to be attacked, so far as is possible

at the distance ; i.e. he endeavours to learn the position taken

up by the enemy's troops, their ~strength and weaknesses, in

order to make his dispositions accordingly.

In most cases 'the attack will be introduced by the Artillery,

and prepared by the advance of company columns with nume-

rous skirmishers, from the front body of Infantry. As soon

as the preparation appears to be sufficient,· the. main body of

Infantry moves on. As a. rule, its first body of troops, de-

veloped in line, has the task of shaking the enemy by

-Volleys, whereupon the second body of troops, remaining in

columns and accompanied by skirmishers, presses upon him with

the bayonet. On this occasion the Infantry will be ·supported

by the Divisional Cavalry and Artillery, which, not unfrequently,
have to move forward until within range of the enemy's Infantry

fire. The fight, however, is* not usually carried on in connected

lines, but rather becomes separated into isolated groups, as in

most cases it will revolve round strong points of the' enemy's.

position, which are gained by bringing up fresh troops. Or

they may be again lost by counter-attacks on the part of the

adversary, and then by means of employing stronger forces they

are carried once more, and perhaps once again lost. Thus the

contest-round a village, for instance--not unfrequentlly fluctu-

ates for hours before one of the opponents remains finally in

possession of the object of contention.
If the attack makes no progress, the R~eserve (first of all~ its

Artillery) is brought into action. Supported by the Divisional

Batteries, it succeeds in silencing the enemy's artillery by a

superior fire, or at any rate in weakening it, and covers his line

with shells; in short, the enemy is shaken, and the way is

opened for the Reserve Infantry and Cavalry to strike the last
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and decisive blow. Shcould this be unsuccessful, further attempts
must be abandoned.

As a rule, however, the attack is not: directed in the same

proportions against: the whole of the enemy's front. Mlention

has already been made of the material difficulties which in most

cases have to be encountered, and which the assailant has the

means of surmounting by concentrating his efforts upon one

selected spot in the enemy's position. But the selection of this

special point of attack is an important question. In the first

instance the decision will be for the weakest spot in the enemy's

line--one perhaps which presents no obstacles to an appiroach

in front ~(or at any rate unimportant- ones), and which cannot

be effijcaciouslyy defended by Artillery. If such a spot cannot:

be found, the attack will then be directed upon some point

which, by its elevated situation, commands the enemy's line, or

upon the possession of which the maintenance of the whole

position is, from other circumstances, dependent. Such a point

is called the key of the position. If it falls into the

powver of the assailant, his opponent is obliged to give u~p

the defence and commence the retreatc. In the battle of

Kdjniggraitz, Chlum was the key, of the position; and in the

battle of Weissenburg, when the ~German arms so brilliantly

opened the present war, the Geissberg had a like importbnce.

At Sedan the plat~eau of Illy -is another case in point.

These considerations, which influence the choice of the special

point of attack, are of a tactical nature; but; others also present
themselves sometimes which are of a strategical 'character. The

reader will remember that mention has already been made of

the necessity, in war,· of protecting the communications in rear.

If, then, the line of retreat ·from the position lies (very unfavour-

ably) upon an extreme flank, the strength of the attack should

be diirected especially against this flank, in order to oblige the

foe to commence the retreat lest he should be cut off from his

line of communications.

,The weaktest point of a line of defence, in a fighting sense, is
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called the tactical point of attack; and that which, as indicated

above, -is of importance for the communications in rear, is called

the strategical point of attack.

Unless a direct advance against a strong position has been

prescribed by a superior order, the attack may adopt the ex-.

pedient of occupying the enemy in front only, and of employing
the main force to turn one of his flanks; that flank being.

preferred which is deficient in support. For such a manceuvre,

however, a considerable numerical superiority must: be disposable.

Where this fails, there is danger lest a determined foe, passing,

on his side to the attack, may completely defeat the forces in-

front (in this case in weaker numbers), and place the turning

detachment in a· critical position.

The increased destructive power of Infantry fire, which,' as

already stated, is principally efficacious in the defence, makes it

necessary to avoid, as much as possible, a mere frontal attack,

even in the smallest: combats. If a company, for example, has:

to cross open country in order to attack a wood or trenches

occupied by the enemy's skirmishers, it will be just as necessary:

to consider whether a turning movement cannot be effected, as in

the case of an Army Corps, under certain circumstances, with

its more important problems of attack.

The direct advance upon an enemy who is in a favourable

position, without taking advantage of any possible flank weak-

nesses, is called, in soldiers' language, 'taking the bull by the
horns.'

W~hen two adversaries come into collision, each with the

intention of attacking, the fight which is then developed is called
an enzcounter.

In the previous chapters, the security and intelligence services

have been referred to as being imp~ortant branches of field

warfare. A few words upon their signification and character.

When, on account: of the proximity of the enemy, the troops

are unable to remain in cantonments--where they lie at a

distance from one another - they are concentrated in open
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camps and bivouacs. Formerly tents were carried for the

camps, which, however, greatly increased the baggage of the

Army, and imposed a drag upon the rapid movements which
modern warfare demands; for which reasons· they have neces-

sarily been abandoned. In the French Army an arrangement

has been made to replace them, by which the materials required
for one small tent are carried between ~four men.

This explains the tidings occasionally received from the

theatre of war in France of a tent encampment having been left

behind by the beaten enemy. This practice, however, entails
the drawback of a considerable addition of weight to the

(already heavy) load carried by the men. The German soldier,

in order to protect himself from the weather in bivouac, erects
wind-shelters and sheds out of straw, foliage, and other suitable

materials that are at hand ; and, when he is to remain for some

time on the same spot, he contrives to make them as habitable'

as possible. At the investment of Metz the hut en'campments

very soon attained a certcain degree of comfort- for the field, with

the help, it is true, of articles of furniture from the neighbouring
villages.

In bivouac, however, the soldier cannot` always be under

arms. He must procure the camp necessaries, water, forage,
and fuel; he must cook and eat, perhaps also clean the arms

and repair clothing; but above all, and especially after severe
marches, he must--sleep, in order to recruit his strength for
fr~esh exertions ; all of which are occupations and conditions

which render him unprepared for fighting; therefore security

against surprise by the enemy is essential..

Although not to the same extent, yet similar precautions

must be taken during the march against an enemy in the

vicinity. It can be comprehended that troops cannot march for

mniles together througah woods and villages, and across hills and

valleys, formed in readiness for fighting, and therefore in a

widthi of thousands or even only hundreds of paces, but must

rather confine themselves to the roads. As, then, a large body
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of troops--an Army Corps for example-occupies a depth of

about 9 English miles of road, it follows that, on the sudden

appearance -of the enemy, some hours would be consumed in

attaining the formation in order of battle. Therefore, even

upon the march, troops are not completely ready for fighting,

and must be secured against surprise.

In retiring before the enemy, fighting should not be engaged

in unless compulsory; but the march should, on the contrary, be

continued without interruption and delay. For this also pre-

cautions are necessary.

The measures for security, which are ~necessitated by the

circumstances of war given above, consist--according to whether

in camp, and therefore resting, or on the march--in outposts or

advanced and rear guards.

Outposts therefore have to guard the camp and their com-

rades' rest from the enemy, who may have already shown

himself, or who is expected. They are composed of about

one-fifth- of the whole force, and being placed under the orders

of a special commander, are pushed forward to a greater or

less distance according to~ their strength. Thus the ~outpost
detachment of an Army Corps is placed at the least 3,000 paces

-perhaps, however, about two English miles- in front of the

camp. Outpost duty is takten by Infantry and Light Cavalry,

their relative strength being regulated according to the country.

If this is open the Cavalry of the outposts is increased; if

wooded or hilly it is reduced. Artillery is only allotted to large

detachments in order to render them more independent.

The first requisite in an outpost position is, that the view

should be as open and extended as possible, such as, for ex-

.ample, is obtained from heig'hts. As, however, the outposts

have not merely to give timely information of the enemy's

appr-oach3 but should also offer him some resistance, so as to

'give the troops in camp time to make their dispositions for

defence, a position is selected (provided that it combines the

main requisite given above) which has circumstan~ces of ground
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that can be defended, even though they should be but wea'k
ones; such as a brook which cannot be immediately crossed,
a line of farm buildings, or the wide-stretching border of a
wood, etc.

Outposts are divided into Field Guards and their Supports.
Field Guards of 20 to 30 men are placed (for reasons which are
evident) by preference on the roads leading to the camp,
and double sentries, i.e. those composed of two men, are posted
some hundred paces in their front. In the Cavalry these are
called Vedettes. The whole of the Field Guard posts together
form the first line of observation (chain of posts), which is
sufficiently compact, and is so connected that it is impossible
for the smallest patrol of the enemy to pass through undetected.
It is only under specially exceptional circumstances, such as
perhaps the cold of winter, that Field Guards are permitted to
make small camp-fires, and then only in a spot withdrawn from
the enemy's view. Their rations are generally prepared by the
supports, and carried to them in camp-kettles.

The duty of Field Guards, however, does not consist: merely
in remaining at their posts; they have likewise to patrol, i.e.
to send out detachments to obtain information respecting the
enemy. In an open country this charge is especially the
business of Cavalry, whose patrols are able~ to go a greater
distance to the front. Infantry patrols, for which Jaiger are
peculiarly adapted, search the enclosed country found near the
front of the position. When in the immedia~te proximity of the
enemy, this is done by means of patrols, two or three men strong,
called 'creeping-patrols,' whose duty is indicated by their name.
In country of a mixed character, Field Guards are composed of
both arms; thus sentries and patrols are usually furnished by
Infantry at night, and by Cavalry in the daytime, which latter,
moreover, never unsaddle their horses for a moment.

In order to keep alive the vigilance of the posts, especially
after severe marches, so-called visiting patrols are sent out at
different times along the chain of posts; and in order the
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-better to distinguish in the dark between friend and foe, a.
watchword and signal are issued, the former a name, and the
latter usually some external sign.

The Supports are a larger force, posted further back, who
support the Field Guards when attacked by the enemy, or
receive the retreating troops, according to circumstances. The
stronger outpost detachments have also a Reserve, composed of
all three arms, for this is the place of such Artillery as may
have been assigned to them. This is called the main body of
the outposts.

Posts and patrols must: therefore see, hear, and procure
.information respecting the enemy. Fighting is not their special
*vocation, although it may happen that they are obliged to
defend ·themselves. Since, however, the enemy likewise takes
precautions for his own security, it: is not always sufficient to
see him in order to get exact information respecting him.
Force may therefore also be necessary; in which case he is

* attacked, his posts and sentries are driven in, and a nearer view
of his dispositions is obtained. For this object: strong patrols,
or the whole of the Field Guards with their supports-or, if
necessary, even stronger detachments, composed of all three
arms-are employed. The latter are furnished by the main
body of the outposts, if perhaps the whole force has not engaged
in the action, which brings it under the heading of a reconnais-
sance. As the enemy, then, also requires information on his
side, the similar needs on the part: of both give rise to frequent

..skirmishes between the outposts.
The Adva2nced Gnar~d is usually composed of one-fourth ·of

the whole strength, and precedes the main body of the column
of march at a *distance, which is likewise regulated by its
strength. Thus the Advanced Guard of, a small detachment
precedes it only by some hundred paces, w-hilst that of a Corps,
which forms the Advanced Guard of an army, generally keeps
at a day's march in front.

An Advanced Guard composed of all three arms is fit for
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independent action. An Army Corps usually forms its Ad-
vanced Guard of one of- its Infantry Brigades, to which are

allotted the Jaiger Battalion, about 2 Batteries, and, according

to the nature of the ground, from I to 2 Cavalry Regiments.

The larger Advanced Guards are divide~d into a front troop

(Vortrpp), main troop (Haupttrupp), and main body (Gross). In
close and intersected country the Infantry is at the head; but

even in this caise, as a rule, it is preceded by some Cavalry, whose

scouts (sm~all parties of from two to four men) are sent: well to

the front in all directions-especially, however, upon the main
roads, for the purpose of bringing the earliest intelligence

possible of the eniemy's advance. When the country is quite

open, the whole of the Cavalry will perhaps be placed at the
head. In order to -cover the flanks of the march, patrols in

greater or less strength accompany it on the~sides.
The Advanced Guard forces back any small detachments of

the enemy which it meets on the road. Should it: encounter a

stronger force it: takes up a position in order of battle (making

use of any advantages offered by the ground), for the purpose

of covering the formation -of the main body, and then either

awaits the attack of the enemy, or attacks him, according to
circumstances.

The Rear~ Guard of a large body of troops equally consists of

all three arms, but on open ground is principally composed of

'Cavalry and, if any are disposable at the time, of Horse Ar-

tillery. In ground which is favourable for defence it, fronts,
with the view of retarding the pursuit of the enemy by obliging

him to formi for attack. When the object has been sufficiently

attained, the Rear Guard does not enigage in a stubborn defence,

.but rather breaks off the fight in good time and co'ntinues the

retreat, in, order to repeat this line of procedure on the first:

oppdrtunity. In this way it: secures to the main body an un-
dist~urbed retreat.

The formation of a Rear Guard is the same as that of an

Advanced Guard, the arrangementy-however, being inverted. Its
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last: division-consequently the one nearest: to the enemy--is

called the after-troop (Nachtrupp). The positions which are

taken up against the pursuing enemy are ca4led Rear Guard

positions, to distinguish them from other positions which are

not merely to be defended in the same transitory manner.

In. war, secrecy plays a most important part. Behind the

cover of his advanced troops, the general carefully conceals his

strategical plans and tactical formations from the insight of the

enemy; and it follows that, on the other hand, he endeavours

to learn the enemy's measures--the distribution of his forces

in the theatre of war, their strength, as well as the positions

they have taken up, and the ·march direction of his larger bodies

.of troops-in order to come to a conclusion as to the foe's inten-

tions, and to decide upon his own measures. This leads us to

the importance of the intelligence service. One method of ob-

taining information about the enemy is that: of organized

espionage, which is sanctioned by the law of necessity, and is

met with in all wars, and equally on both sides. But the most

daring spy does not always succeed in learning all that is im-

portant, or he learns it imperfectly and too late. Espionage is,

therefore, an uncertain and often even a dangerous expedient.

A general obtains more speedy and reliable information by

the eye•~ of his light troops, and, if necessary, by force of arms.

It is the first: duty o~f outposts to obtain information riespect-

ing the enemy. But when the enemy is immediately in front

of them, or nearly so, their sphere is limited; and even when

this is not the case, the outposts (as such) do not send out their

patrols further than from nine to fourteen English miles. If it'

is necessary to ascertain what the enemy is about: at a greater

distance, special undertakings by detached parties are necessary.

TFhese are called

Reconntza~issaznces.-W"hen it: is only a matter of finding out

generally how the enemy is occupied at: a certain point, and if

it is desirable to attain this result without fighting--for example,

to obtain information of an enemy's operations solely through
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:observation--Cavalry patrols will be sufficient for such~ an obj ect,
their strength being in proportion to the distance they have to
go forward. In other cases detachments, perhaps completely
formed bodies of troops, are sent out; for instance, -a whole
Infantry Brigade, which is rendered independent by the assign-
ment of Cavalry and Artillery. When more exact information
is required as to the position and strength of ·a superior foe,
merely coming and seeing him, and even driving in his out-
posts and alarming him, is seldom sufficient. In most cases it
-is necessary to make an attack in earnest, and thereby cause
him to develop his strength. This manner of proceeding is
termed a reconnaissance by force.

If the object is one which requires detachments to be sent out:
to reconnoitre at a distance of some days' march, and if circum-
stances are of such a nature that the possibility of a precipitate
retreat has to be taken into considera~tion; then as a rule Light
Cavalry· only are employed, accompanied, if necessary, by
·Horse-artillery. Expeditions, however, of this kind assume
the character of

Inroads, which are equally made by the Cavalry. Although
the duty of procuring intelligence likewise devolves upon them,
yet they are frequently employed upon altogether special enter-
prises, such as surprises, molesting the enemy and cutting his
communications, capturing convoys of munitions and provisions,
:intercepting couriers, etc. It is comprehensible that such mis-
sions are, in part, combined with great risks, as they are carried
out in rear of the enemy, and with the abandonment of their
own direct line of retreat. They demand, therefore, adroit and
agile troops and bold leaders, full of expedients and plans-
officers, in short, who are peculiarly endowed for this special
branch in war.

The German Light Cavalry, as previously shown, developed
early in the present war in France an uncommon and profitable
activity in partisan enterprises, although not always exactly for
the objects given above. As an instance of this, the following
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anecdote bears testimony to the spirit of ~enterprise existing in
-our Cavalry.

Soon after the commencement of hostilities on thie Saar, a
;Prussian officer of the 7th· Uhlans, with a few men of the regi-
ment, and a number of Saarbrticken miners who w~ere conveyed
in waggons during the night to the rear of the enemy's foremost'
line, laid a mine in the viaduct of a railway, blew it: up, and, after
having successfully accomplished this coup-de-main, which sen-
sibly affected the enemy, returned to his own troops without
loss.

The whole class of fights by mere detachments, such as out-
posts, reconnmaissances, and partisans, are usually designated by
·the common name of.petty warfare (k/iner Krieg). The
Russians have the advantage of possessing, as it: were, a ready-
formed Light Cavalry in their sons of the steppes-the: Cos-
sacks--who are especially serviceable for r·econnoitring and
intelligence ·duties, on account of their natural activity and
vYigilance. With the Austrjans, in~former times, the inhabitants
of the frontier and the Croats, who were equally half children
of nature, made themselves very useful as foot: troops in petty
warfare. The other European States have, from all time, been
obliged to educat'e their troops for light service in war. But it
is the German who especially shows natural talents for this
service, and whose practical education in all the German Armies
is preceded by a solid theoretical instruction, which not only
makes the soldier conversant with the forms of all branches of
the service, as learn't by rote, but: invariably makes him also
recognise the reason why; and it is this which causes fruit to
spring from all such instruction.

The English soldier is too heavy for light service; he is, as
an authority has said of him--a mere grenadier. In the Penin-
sular, war the Anglo-Germanic (ilanoverian) legion performed
this service. The French Cavalry is too bad to be able to effect
much, in opposition to the excellent Light Cavalry of the
German Army--in patrols and reconnaissances, for instance, as
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has been sufficiently proved this year. The natural levity of the
French also shows itself in their carelessness in the security
service. They allow themselves to be easily surprised, especially
at night. A striking example of this has been seen in the pre-
sent war.

During the actions delivered by the German Meuse Army
(Crown Prince of Saxony) as an introduction to -the battle of
Sedan, on the 30th of August, a French Division encamnped
before Beaumon't, which had not posted a single vedette, was so
completely surprised by the 4th Army Corps, that it was put
to wild flight:; and not only -guns, numerous prisoners, and the
whole camp equipage fell into our hands, but even their
filled camp-kettles. And this took place in the clear light of
day, and after this Division had been engaged on the previous
·evening, and with the enemy close at hand.



CHAPTEIR IX.

FORTRESSES.

FORTRESSES constitute an important means for the defence of

a country against *a hostile invasion. They serve, on the one

hand, as dep6ts for the secure storing of war mat~riel, such as

guns, other arms, powder, ammunition, articles of clothing, pro-

vision magazines, etc., and, on the other hand, for strategical

objects. They are the strategical points of support: not only

for the defence of the country, but also, if placed near the

frontier, for aggressive warfare. Numerous main roads, and

especially also railway and telegraph lines-means of transport

and commnuriication which become so important in war--usually

concentrate in the larger fortified towns. Situated, almost:

without exception, on rivers aind streams, the fortresses ·or the

bridge fortifications. belonging to them secure passages for their

owners. They protect the retreat of a beaten army, and hinder

the progress of the foe. The latter, in order to gain points of

support on his side for the continuation of his advance, must

occupy himself with attacking the fortified places which come

in his way. Supposing, however, that he is sufficiently superior,

and that the army of the country has been sufficiently weakened

by its defeats to justify his venturing to set aside this considera-

tion, and to pursue his operations further, it: can be understood

that, to kteep up the necessary communications with his own

country, in order to secure the dispatch of reinforcements ~or war

mat~riel of all kinds, even of means of subsistence, he will still

always .be obliged to besiege (or at: any rate~ to enclose [invest]
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with sufficiently strong forces) the fortresses left behind him ; so
that, in the event o~f their being strongly garrisoned, they may
be prevented from undertaking expeditions in the open, to
disturb his rear, and; interrupt: his communications. As, how-
ever, it is the rule that the besieger should be twice or three
times as strong as the garrison, and that even for a mere
investment--if this object is to be completely secured-a de-.
cided superiority is ne~essary; the army of the advancing foe,
operating in the field, will thus suffer a proportionably large
diminution. And this advantage, which is derived from the
fortresses, will last as long as their resistance endures. To
return to the course of our war with France. How long did
not Strasburg hold fast a whole German Siege Corps, and keep
it from other employment?~ Of Metz less can be said in this
respect because-it is, however, a special exception--the force
employed for investing the place only slightly exceeded the
collective strength of the invested army.

Fortified places obtain a still greater importance, if a so-
called entrenched camp is annexed to them, i.e. an open space
·covered by permanent fortifications, in which a beaten army, or
one driven to it from other unfortunate circumstances, finds a
secure refuge. This was the case in i866 with the Austrian
Army, when it retired to the camp at Olmuitz after the day of
Kbinigghtitz; and we have a similar example in the present war
(although from a different cause), when MNarshal Bazaine's Army
placed itself under the protection of the ·detached forts round
Mletz.

By permzanent fortifications must be understood those which
have already been built in peace time, and which are to remain,
in opposition to the so-called field (passagerenz) fortifications
(entrenchments), which are constructed in the field solely for
the duration of the operations, or even only for momentaiy
objects of the fight. 'Fortresses, therefore, bear the character
of permanent: fortifications.

Smaller fortresses and permanent fortifications also serve to
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protect harbours and marine ~establishments against an attack
from the sea-side. They also acquire a strategical -importance
when they bar passages or mouths of rivers, as at Ki5nigstein
for instance. This is especially the case, however, when rail-
roads are within range of their guns; all use Qf them being then
prohibited to the foe.

We have seen this year what inconvenience was caused by
the many small French fortresses in the 'theatre of war to the
advance of the German Army, from the difficulties they placed
in the way of bringing up Artillery mat~riel, and the means of
subsistence; -and .of what importance, for example, was the
conquest of Toul at the beginning of the war for the progress~ of
the operations upon Paris.

Fortresses are divided into three classes ; in which classifica-
tion, however, it is not the size only which is taken into account,
but also their strategical importance, and their strength as for-
tifications. The North German Confederation State possesses
twe~nty-nine fortresses; of these there are, belonging to the

First class: Thjnigsberg, Danzig with Neufahrwasser and
Weichselmiinde, Magdeburg, Posen, Stettin, Rendsburg, Cologne
with Djeutz, Coblentz with Ehrenbreitstein, Mayence with Kastell,
and the Kbjnigstein.

Second class : Kolberg, Thorn, Spandau (with the most impor-
tant Prussian military establishments, such as cannon foundries,
powder manufactories, etc.), Glatz, Glogaiu, Neisse, Erfurt, Mmn-
den, the fortifications of Jahde, Friedrichsort, Sonderburg-
'Dupp~l, Stralsund, Torgau, Wesel with Fort Biidericli, and
S aarlouis.

Third class: Pillau, Graudenz, LLjtzen (Boyen Castle), Kiis-
trin, Kosel, Swinemlinde, Wittenberg. To these may be added
some smaller fortifications, which, however, do not be~ar the
character bf fortresses. With the exception of Mayence and
the rock fortress of Kiinigstein (both of which, however, have'
Prussian garrisons), all these fortresses are situated upon
Prussian territory.
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It appears, here, quite in place` to go more thoroughly into

the importance of fortresses for the defence of a country; as the

dismantling of great towns, that are emporiums of commerce

and industry, has become one of~the questions of the day which

has been recently taken up objectively by the military in-
stitutions of our country. In following up this question,

amateurs in theoretical strategy, led astray chiefly by some

phenomena of the last war, have raised the further question

whether the military value of great: fortresses bears a just pro-

portion to the expense of their maintenance; but, above all

to the incontestably great amount of annoyance which they

entail upon their inhabitants.
TPhey are indeed' so far right, that neither in the campaign of.

i866 was the great military centre, Olmiitz, able to .arrest the

march of the Prussians upon Vienna, although supported by a

whole army; nor, in the war of this year, could the equally im-

portant military centres, Strasburg and MVetz (although a hostile

army was likewise encamped near the latter), prevent the ad-

vance of the Germans upon Paris; and, moreover,, it: is thought:
that our great 'fortresses would render us just as little good
service should a disastrous war be our destiny. It does not

follow, however, that what can take place in one case is always

possible in all cases, and so no rule must be based upon excep-
tions which are produced by special :circumstances.

In the year i866, the A8ustrian -Army was so materially and

morally weakened by its numerous disaste~rs, and finally by its

complete defeat at Koi-niggratz, that it was obliged to retire
under cover of Olmiitz, and was for a time deprived of the

vigour requisite for the- offensive. On the Prussian side it was
found sufficient to place a suitable force in position for the ob-

servat~ion of Olmiitz, in order to carry on the march to the

Danutbe, without danger for flank or rear. In the present war

with France, however, matters did not shape themselves by any

means so simply. NTevertheless, the excellent generalship of the

German Army (supported, moreover, by the efficiency of the
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proved and victory-confident soldiers, both of the North and:
South), and the superiority which was soon attained over the
enemy, who was weakened by battles which rapidly succeeded
one another, and were always victorious-as wrell as by means of
the development of formidable forces, especially on the part of
Prussia--permitted the German Ahrmy direction to besiege
Strasburg and some of thze smaller fortresses; to invest M~etz,
with the army enclosed in it, by an impenetrable girdle of iron ;
and, unconcerned for the rear and communications, to proceed
with the operations upon Paris through the midst: of the enemy's
line of fortresses. But a battle, with consequences so disastrous
for the conquered as that of K~niggraitz, will not soon be fought
again; and as the past can furnish us with no example similar
even to the unusual course taken by the present war between
Germany and France, mocki'ng all previously made human
calculations, it is scarcely probable that such a course will evier
be repeated in any future wars which may be Europe's destiny.
Neither the Olmiitz of i866, nor the Strasburg and Muetz of
1870, can be. cited as condemnatory testimony in the cause of
fortresses. They always have been necessary, and will always
remain so.

Let us no~w cast a glance at Paris~ i.e. the fortress Paris.
Although its defence--dictated by despair as the last means of
deliverance for France-was unable to change the already~decisive
issue of the great war still being carried on, it has never-
theless retarded its conclusion. Without its' forts and ramparts
the capital of France would have been in our hands some
months earlier, and without doubt we should have obta~ined
peace sooner. Moreover, if the political aff~airs of the country
had not been so thoroughly unsettled, if her military forces had
not been so completely shattered, and had her great armies been
only defe~ited and not made prisoners by the German sword, then
fortzfi~ed Paris might still have been able to maintain the cause
of France for a length of time ais the great poinzt d'appu~i of her
military ardour, and-who knows ?--perhaps the continuation of
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resistance might not have been quite without results; at least to-
the attainment of less unfavourable conditions of peace than.
those which the conqueror will now impose.

The desire of our large fortified towns to see themselves freed·
from the ramparts which confine them, circumscribing their tlerri-
torial and industrial expansion, whilst at the same time exposing
them to a fate similar to that which has just befallen Strasburg,
is a perfectly legitimate one from their stand-point;· it may also
be confidently assumed that the Government will accord it full:
attention. However, taking military reasons into consideration,
which appear to be imperious, this cannot be accomplished by
transforming them into completely open towns, but ~rather by
razing their~ ramparts, etc., and substituting for them works
(forts, perhaps) pushed forward to a suitable distance, and in
most cases forming an entrenched camp as well. The accom-
~plishment of these works, however, depends upon the ugly
question ·of moniey.

It: has also been suggested that entrenched camps, unsup-
ported by fortified places, and consequently without involving
the towns,' might take the place of the large fortresses. No
doubt such permanent fortifications constructed on strategically
important points, would be of great significance in war; but at
the same time--apart from the fact that the dismantled towns,
together with the rich resources possessed by most of them,
would at once fall into the power of a victorious foe-they would
not be able fully to replace the large· fortresses now existing.
For example, the security of passages over rivers, both for the
retreat of an army and for the resumption of the offensive,
would be lost by this expedient; and even supposing that, in
conformity with strategical considerations, the camps were
establis-hed on the rivers, still the direction of roads and rail-

ways ~could not be altered accordingly. These fortified camps,
if they are fully to take the place of the fortresses, would not
only have to maintain a sufficient force to oppose an attack
in form by a like resistance, but would also require the con-
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struction of numberless 'military establishments, such as arsenals,
prodision and powder magazines, hospitals, laboratories, barracks,
etc.; every thing, in fact, which already exists, if the camps
were established round fortified towns. The question of
expense would, therefore, be considera~bly increased on other
grounds, if the camps were out of ·reach of the towns.

The passive defence of a place, so called in contradistinction to
the active defence, which falls to the lot of the garrison, is
formed by its works, particularly by the main rampart (main
enceinte) with the main ditch in its front, by whidh it is sur-.
rounded; the latter is either wet or dry, according to the
greater or less elevation of the place, but when dry it is in all
cases revetted with masonry. The main rampart should have
sufficient height to afford a survey of the country in front, and of
sufficient strength to protect the town, lying behind it, as much
as possible from the enemy's ·guns. It has salient portions--
bastions-intended to be mounted with guns, in order to bombard
the ground in front at: an assault, and also for recipr-ocal defence,
by flank fire, i.e. fire directed to the sides. It is therefore upon
these, bastions that the whole of the defence principally depends.
Their side lines, called flanks, are usually casernated, i.e. furnished
with masonry vaults, which are intended to give cover to the
guns placed in them, and to the men who are quartered there.
;In the main ditch, smaller and lower works are for the mqst
part constructed, in ord%$ to enhance the power of resistance;
:as, for example, the ravelin, which is intended to cover the gate
of the fortress, situated between two of the bastions. In front
of the ditch an embankment (the glacis) ~is placed, sloping
gradually down to the outside level, which covers the main
rampart, or at any rate its masonry substruction (the revetment-
wall) from the enemy's guns. It is planted for about ioo paces
with trees- ~nd bushes, the roots of which make the construction 
of the assailant's last works of approach more difficult. Beyond
the glacis, but within range of the rampart: guns, still smaller
advanced works are sometimes to be found (lunettes), which
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bring into the defence any specially important points of ground
in front ; and also have the advantage of obli~ing the enemy to

take them before he canl attack the mainl rampart; thus com-

pelling him to begin his works at a greater distance, consequently

to lose time (as at Strasburg). Large fortresses sometimes have
regular advanced (detached) forts for this object~, i.e. smaller,

but: closed and complete works, adapted for independent de-
fence. These forte are even a necessity, if there are heights

withinl range of the guns, such as those which may perhaps sur-
roundc the vale of the river on which the fortress lies, and which

wyould give the assailant: the advantage of a commanding position

and an insight into the works of the fortress (Coblentz, Dantzig,
Metz, Paris), T~hese heights are secured by forts, which are for
the most part so strong that: the enemy is obliged to make a
regular attack upon them.

In ground of sulch a conformatibn, with the modern system of

fortificat~ions, the chief burden of the defence rests more ~upon
the detached forts than upon the main ramparts. If, however, the
former fall into the enemy's power, the fortress lying at a lower

elevation is commanded by them, and the guns aire then turned

against it by the assailant. In other words, the place is then

exposed to a bombardment,
Such would have been the course of affairs at M~etrz, if, on the

Prussian side, they had not hesitated about undertaking the

tedious operation of an attack upon the strong forts, with the

great sacrifices it would no doubt have entailed, and pr~e'rred to

confine themrselves to an investment, foreseeing that1 the starvation

of the enemy wou~ld lead to the object in a less costly manner.

Fortified places still sometimes possess CitardelS, which have
descended to us from former times. These are in a manner

small, but especially strong fortresses, enclosed as kernels in the

great ones. They7 afford the garrison a secure retreat, and the

possibility of continuing the defence when the place can no

~longer be held. The citadel of Strasburg, indeed, was so much

destroyed by the German· Artillery, in the course of the siege,
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that it was no longer capable of defence. Besides the military

object for which citadels were constructed, they also, at times,

h~ad a political one, namely to keep in check a population, in-

clined perhaps to revolt-a motive which, it is well known, lay at:
the foundation of the construction of the Parisian forts; even at

a recent date. The citadels were, therefore, never placed qu~ite

outside the enceinte of the fortress, but within the line of the

main rampart, so that one front was turned towards the open

country, and the other towards the town, which it commanded

by its guns.

.A slight sketch having been laid before the reader of the

Progress ·of events in field operations, the followving pages may

give him an idea (naturally only a* general one) of siege opera-

tions, i.e. of the defence and attack of fortified places.

On the outbreak of hostilities, the fortresses of the country

situated near the theatre of war, and consequently exposed to

an attack, are placed in a state of defence, i.e. they are armed

atnd furnished with a suitable garrison, according to the extent

of their works; including some Cavalry (one or two squadrons)

and one or mdre so-called sortie-batteries, organized as Fields"

artillery, and therefore horsed. At the same time they ari~

provisioned. The arming is conducted by the Engineer and

Artillery officer of the place. It consists, in the main, in

strengthening (Sturm~·~freimncwhung) the advanced works by

palisades; placing in position the guns which have been~

stored in the arsenals; cutting embrasures in the parapets;i

transporting powder and amrmunition from the peace magazin'e

situated outside, into the war powder magazine in the interior;

which is rendered bomnb-proof by earth heaped upon it; organ-

izing the service for extinguishing fires, in case of a bornbard;

ment; and* finally cutting down the trees on the glacis and

demolishing the buildings and garden walls which are within

range of the works,, in order to give free play for the working of

the guns.
As long as a fortress is not actually attacked1 but-i

H-2
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threatened, intelligence respecting the enemy's measures, es-
pecially of his approach, must be- obtained by means ·of out-
posts. For this Infantry and Cavalry are chiefly employed.
As soon as the attack commences, the defence principally de-
pends upon the Artillery. It is the mission of this arm to
endeavour to silence the en~emy's batteries, and to prevenC the
construction of his works, or at any rate to impede them. This
task is supported by the fire of Infantry, by whom also the works
are guarded and defended, and who finally resist the attack by
force (assault) upon the breach with the bayonet. In order further
to hinder the enemy from establishing himself in the immediate
environs of the place--or with the obj ect of employing that impor-
tant defensive measure, the destruction of his already completed
works and the spiking of his siege guns-sorties are made by
the Infantry in combination with Cavalry and the Artillery
specially destined for this purpose; in short, every means is
taken toj arrest: the progress of the attack.

If in spite of the efforts of all, three arms, the assailants' works
approach nearer, then mining operations usually begin and the
engineer, with the miner also, take an activi~ part in the
de~fence.

It may be assumed that the reader has a general idea of what:
is called a mine.

This terrible means of destruction, carrying on its gloomy
work below ground, invisibly and silently, is especially service-
able for the defence, and therefore in fortre~sses the preparations
for its employment are made beforehand. As soo'n as the
assailant's batteries reach the region of mines, i.e. when they
arrive at: the glacis, the garrison endeavours to blow up his
works by means of a strong charge of powder. If: the miner,
by means of listening galleries, already prepared for this object,
discoivers that the enemy's miners are also at ~work, he endea-
yours to thwart him, digs quite silently below him or even by
his side, destroys his work, and suffocates him under the earth

by means of a weakly-loaded mine, the so-called 'camouflet.'
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But it: may, however, happen that· the ·adversary, who is also
listening, discovers in time the danger which threatens him,
likewise sets to work to baffle his foe, and crushes or blows him

up with a counter-mine. One can imagine the formidable

character of this subterranean warfare!i At the siege of Sebas-
topol, where mines were greatly employed, the galleries had
almost entirely to be hewn out of the rock.

The defence of the breach against an assault (should it come
to this) is the last act of resistance. According to the prin-
ciples recognized by all civilised nations, the commandant may
capitulate with honour if a thoroughly practicable breach has
been made in the main rampart, and the means for its defence
are no longer sufficient.

By the term breach is understood the, destruction by siege
guns of a certain space (about 100 feet) in the ramparts of
the fortress-usually in one of its bastions; so that there no
longer remains any local obstacl&' of importance to oppose the
entrance of the storming columns.

Before a fortress is attacked, its outposts stationed outside
are usually driven back, and it is invested, with the object of
cutting off its communications with the country, and to prevent
reinforcements of troops, war mat~riel, -and provisions from
being brought into the place. Sometimes (as, for instance, wihen

there is no disposable siege park) this investment (blockade) of
the fortress has to suffice, with a view of, at any rate, detaining
the garrison and depriving it of all active participation in the
war, whilst its conquest may perhaps be left' to be effected by
hunger. All these considerations combined were of weight
in the investment of Metz. If a regular siege is to take place,
it can only commence after the arrival of the siege park.

The attack of a strong fortress, sufficiently provided with
forces for ·its defence and with a capable commandant, is one of
the most difficult: and tedious tasks of war. Smaller and con-

sequently confined places, which are at the same time destitute of

bomb-proof cover, may perhaps be forced to surrender by a
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bombardment, of which indeed we have seen many examples in
the present war. The conquest of weaker fortresses when pro-
vided with an insufficient garrison, or with one which cannot be
trusted, can be attempted by a shorter road, namely (without
further preliminary than a bombardment from a great distance),
they may be taken simply by an assault or even by surprise; in
both cases with the aid of scaling ladders. In such under-
takings, however, there is no certainty of success ; and, unless the
foe is thoroughly incapable and negligent, they may entail fruit-
less losses. They are, moreover, rare exceptions in siege
operations. As a rule it will be necessary to proceed to the
regular attack; that is to say, to a systematic advance against
the place, conformably with the principles of military science, by
means of earthworks anld the construction of batteries, in which
course the engineer and artillery~man go hand in hand. The
necessity for this can be comprehended when one consic~1ers
that the whole of the ground in front for thousands of paces is
commanded by the heavy guns of the fortress, so that (apart
from exceptionally favourable accidents of the ground), the
assailant finds nio co6'ered approach, perhaps, indeed, no hollow
within 1,000 paces; in which he could conceal the smallest
number of troops. If he were now, without anything further,
to bring his Artillery into position for the purpose of bombard-
ing the works of the fortress, he would have to carry on a most
unequal contest with the enemy's guns, securely placed behind
cover; ahnd in a short time his Artillery would be rendered un-
serviceable (dismounted). The assailant must, therefore, pro-
vide himself with artificial cover, and, taking pick and shovel in
hand, must as it were dip kimself near to the enemy--techni-
cally termed by engineers 'the approach.'

This is effected by digging out parallels (t~renches), after the
engineer officer conducting thae attacking works has ascertained,
through a reconnaissance, the most favourable section of the
fortress lines for attack, and the front of attack has be~en de-
termined accordingly. These trenches are from eight to ten
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feet wide, and from four to five feet deep, running generally
parallel with the front of attack, and, exceeding it in length.
The earth, which is thrown out towards the* front, provides a
sufficient parapet to give cover to the men posted in them, and
for the transport of the guns. The different batteries· which
have first to reply to the fire of the place, used to be constructed
either in or immediately in front of the parallels. At the present
time, in consequence of the increased efficacy of modern
ordnance, the batteries can be established independently of the
parallels, and in most cases in 'rear of them.

The first parallel must be traced by the engineer as near as
possible to the front of attack, although out of range of case-
shot from the guns of the fortress, therefore at about 8oo paces
from the crest of the glacis. It Is only under particularly
favourable circumstances of ground--hollows offering cover, for
example-that it is practicable to begin t'he first woiks nearer
to t'he enemy's line, in which case the advantage is attained of
approaching with the two parallels, and thereby economising
time. The first parallel will be opened during the night, and
with the greatest secresy, so as neither to draw the attention of
the enemy nor his fire to the work. If his attention has been
roused he may employ light-balls in order to discover what: is
going on, and for the bettei direction of his guns.

When once the first parallel and the construction of the
first: batteries have given a solid foundation to the attack, the
second parallel will be opened from it by means of saps;
and then the third, in the same way, which will usually be con-
structed at the foot of the glacis; thus, the main ditch is already
approached to within about ioo paces. Greater depth and
width is given to this last parallel, on account of its being nearer
to the enemy's works, and consequently also more exposed to
inspection:' It is at the same time destined to afford room and
cover to the Infantry colurrn which is formed up in it, in readi-
ness for the assault.

The sap consists of a series of short trenches, similar to the
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parallels, but leading by zig-zags in an oblique direction towards

the enemy's line, and therefore progressing very gradually. The

tacking of a ship working up against a head wind gives an idea

of this operation.

Sapping is an- especially tedious and hazardous work, for

nly a few sappers can be placed at the head of the sap for the

purpose of throwing up the earth, who become the object of the

enemy s case-shot fire. They are therefore obliged for their per-

sonal protection to push a gabion filled with earth before them.

The trenches and saps must also be consolidated with gabions

:as they approach nearer to the enemy's line, on account of the

proportionably increased efficacy of the fire directed upon the

works by the artillery of the fortress. In the meantime, should

the action of the attacking batteries not succeed in subduing

·this fire, it will be necessary to work only in the dark.

From the third parallel, the sapper establishes himself upon

the crest of. the glacis, by means of a more elaborate kind of

sap, to describe which would take too long here. . This point

having been attained, the assailant gains an insight into the

main ditch, and his guns can demolish the low-lying~ revetment-

*wall of the ibastion selected for the assault, which has hitherto

been concealed' and- covered by the glacis. It is now that the

Artillery proceeds to construct breaching batteries and counter

'batteries, the latter of which have the task.of silencing any of

the enemy's· guns ·which are still in action, aftd able to rake

the trenches with grape-shot and defend ~the breach. The

pioneers then prepare the descent into the revetted ditch, and,

in the event of its being a wet: one, prepare the passage across

by means of fascines, or with small pontoons, or perhaps with a

barrel-bridge. These bridges consist of empty barrels support-

ing layers of ~beams and planks. Everything being now so far

completed, the Infantry column, standing ready in the last

parallel, breakis forward to: storm the breach. The mines with

which the defenders maiy endeavour to blow up the sapping

-works and batteries which have come near him, are opposed by
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counter-mines with which the attacking miner works ~forward
from the third parallel.

The whole of the attacking works from the first: parallel are

secured from sorties, which the enemy usually undertakes in

order to hinder them, by placing Infantry detachments in the

trenches (tche tren~ch guard).
It may also be interesting to mention an Artillery means of

attack which was employed at the siege of Strasburg--the so-
%called demzolition batteries.

In its first: stages, the attack upon a fortress has a superiority

over the defence from being able to encircle the attacking front,
and concentrate the action of its Artillery upon one pojint of it.

This state of affairs, however, becomes gradually inverted as

the attacking works approach nearer to the enemy's line

and finally terminate in one point--the breaching battery-

for the enemy on his side now concentrates his Infantry and

Artillery fire (if the latter has not· been completelji silenced),

upon this work. Moreover the construction of this battery, as
well as of .all the last works of the attack, have to be undertaken

within the hazardous range of the mining system. To avoid

these difficulties, and above all to gain the object by a shorter

way, the assailant 'establishes batteries at a great distance, even
in rear of the first parallef (and generally simultaneous with it),

which he arms with heavy guns (possibly rifled 24-pounders),
and which are intended to breach the revetment-wall lying low

in the main ditch of the bastion attacked, by indirect fire,

i.e. by fire where the object to be struck cannot be seen.

Some' idea can be formed of the extraordinary precision of

the Siege-artille~ry, if one considers that it is able to make sure

of hitting' and destroying an object at a distance of i,ooo paces

and more, which is· completely withdrawn from its view, and

therefore a comparatively small object.

A means 'of obtaining, or at any rate of hastening, the sur-

render of a fortified place--which is certainly cruel, and is also
ineffectual wit~h a firm and~ determined. commandanti--is the
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bombardment not merely of the works but also of the town.
Recourse has been had to it in the present war, and who does
not call to mind above all the bombardment of Strasburga?

Naturally such a terrible expedient does not fail to give rise to
the severe accusation of its being a criminal act against the

laws of humanity; but wrongly so. It is the most sacred duty
of every general to guard the lives of his own soldiers with the
greatest possible carei. In the alternative between a siege with
an assault (probably entailing the sacrifice~of 1,000 men or more),
or the destruction of 100 houses, he dares not hesitate; but

must, on the contrary, impose silence upon all the feelings of
hum'anityt, The law of nations condemns such conduct just as
little as, on the other hand, it objects to Franctireurs, who are

taken in acts of brigandage (B3anditenstreihen), being shot down
by soldiers.
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-ITn the Templee-W~estminster Hall.--On Circuit.--Scissors and Paste.-A
Rising Junior.--Country Sessions.--An Eminent Leader.--Lincoln's Inn.-At;
the Old Bailey.

XIV
SOLDIE'RING· ANDS SCRIBBLIN~G).

By ARnJEIBALD FOxnas, of the Daily News, Author of
'My Experience of the War between France and Germany.'

Crown Svo. [Shortly.
A Penny a Day.-The Christmas Cattle Market.-Soldiers Wives-T"he

Story of the Megwlra.-JIn a Military Prison.--German War Prayers.--Flogged.
Sunday Afternoon at Guys.--But~cher Jack's Story.-]Bummarees.-A~ Deserter's
Story-.--Lions and Lion-Tamers.-Our March on Brighton.-Catsmeat.-Army
Crimes and Punishsnaents.-Whisky.-Furs.-Some Christmases.
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MILITARY IBOOKS.

IMPORTANT GERMA N MILITA-RY WORKS.
The four following books are the first of a series of Officiatl Records of the late war,

which is being issued under the authority of the Germa~n WMar Department. In this
series the operations of the separate German armies will be represented in a. continuoius
manner. All the works aire compiled and edited by officers of the respective Generals'
Staffs, and are based upon the official documents ;they will thus be most valuable to the
military stodent, as revealing the G~erman method of conducting warfare, in its entirety,
and the series, when completed, will form a, perfect and authentic history of the campaign
of 1870-71.

THE OPERATIONS OF, THIE GERMAN ARMYIES IN
FRANECE, FROM SEDANP TO THE END OF THE W'CAR OF 1870-1.
W~ith large Official Map. From the Journals of the Head-Qualrters Staff. By Major

WILLIAML BLUME, of the Prossian M~inistry of War. Translated by E. M. JONES,
Major 20th Foot, late Professor of Military History, Sandhurst. Demy- 8vo.
Price 9s. [Reedy.

'The work of Major von Blume in its English dress forms the most valuable addition
to our· stock of works upon the war that our press has put forth. Major Blume writes
with a, clear conciseness much wanting in many of his country's historians, and Major
Jones has done himself and his original alike justice by his vigorons yet correct translation
of the excelleni volome on whiebbhe has laboured. Our space forbids our doing more than
commending it earnestly as the most authentic and instructive narrative of the second
section of the war that has yet ap~peared.'-S'cstus-cfey Review.

'The book is of absolote necessrity to the military student. ... The work: is one of
high merit and . .has the advantage of being rendered inlto fluent English, and is
accompanied by an excellent military map. In closing, we must remark that both books
(" The Operations of the German Armies" and "Tactica~l Deductions") are got up in
handsome uniform style, that does credit to the pubishers.'-Cefb urn's United ,8esvics
1Megezine.
'The military public has much reason to be grateful for the enterprise of Messrs. K~ing

for the pSublication of these two valuable text-books (" The Operations of the German
Armies 'and "Tactical Deductions "I, which we place purposely together because the
facts of the first form the deductions of the second, and both together are of such value to
the military student that we do not see how either can be dispensed with wherever pro-
fessional teaching is being carried on under new lights. They have both found atble
translators, at; once sympathetic and scholarly; so that, although originally written for
the German military reader, they now become equally valuable and available for the
English soldier-student.'- Ussiteef Service Gezette.

'The work of translation has been well done; the expressive German idioms have been
rendered into clear nervous English without losing any of their original force; and
in notes, prefaces, and introductions, much additional information has been given.'

Athe wsem.

THIE OPERATIONS OF THE SOUTHI ARMFYI in JANUARY
and FEBRUAbRY 1871. Compiled from the Offcial War Documents of the
Head-Quarters of the Southernr Army. By Count HERMANK VONU WARTEheSLEBEN
Colonel in the Prussian General Staff. Translated by Colonel C. H. vose WRtIGILHT.
Demny 8vo. with Maps. Uniform with thi above. Price Os. [Jusf cut.

THIE OPERABTIONS OF THmE FZIRST AR1MY TO THE
CAPITULATION OF IMETZ. By VON Scnnuu, Major in the Chief General
Staff. With Maps, including one of MKetz and of the country around, which will be
the most perfect yet published of that; district. In demy fvo. Uniform with the
above. [Its preperetien.

",Y The most important events described in this work are the battles of Spichern, those
before Mets on the 14th and 18th August, and (on this point nothing authentic has yet;
been published) the history of the investment of Mets (battle of NoissfevilleY.

This work, however, possesses a greater importance than that derived from these points,
because it represents for the first time from the official documents the genera~lship of
Von Steinmetz. H~itherto we have had no exact reports on the deeds and motives of this
celebrated general. This work has the special object of unfolding carefully the relations
in which the commander of the First Army acted, the plan of operations wihich he drewi
up, and the manner in which he carried it out.
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MILITARY BOOKS--continued.

IV

THIE CAMBT~PAIG OF THQE FIIRST ARMYC1Y IN NORaTHERN
FRANCE. (Against Faidherbe.) By Colonel Count HslaacNN VON WARTENS-
L;EBEN, Chief of the Staff of the First Army. In demy 8vo. Uniform with the
above. [ITn preperetienz.

N.B.-It is believed that General BEAUcRAM~P WALKER, of Berlin, will translate this
work.

TACTICAL; DEDUCTIONS FROMS THE WAr~R OF 1870-1.
By Capt. A. VON BoGUlLAwsKIu. Translated by Colonel LURL -v GRAHAM,late 18th
(Royal Irish) Regiment. Demy 8vo. Uniform with the above. Price 7s. [Reedy.

'In all essential things, according to our conviction, the author has riglitly apprehended
the lessons of the late war, and his views are a guide and criterion thai will he of-service
to every officer.'-MBiliteis' ̀ Wechenblett.

'Major Boguslaweki's tactical deductions from the war are, that infantry still preserve
their superiority over cavalry, that open order must henceforth be the .main principles of
all drill, and, that the chassepdt is the heat of all small arms of precision. We
must, without delay, impress brain and forethought into the British Service; and we
cannot commence th'e good work too soon~ or better than by placing the two hook~s (" The
Operations~of the German Armies" and ' Tactical Deductions ") we have here criticised,
in every military library, and introducing them as class-hooks in ever tactical school.'

________________________ nifed JService Gezefxete.

CAVALRYI FIELD DUTY. By M1ajor-General You MIRUS.
Translated by Capt. FRANKE S. ltussEnn, 14th (K~ing's) Hussars. Crown Svo. limp
cloth, Cs. [Ready.

**5 This is the text-hook of instruction in the German cavalry, and comprises all the
details connected with the military duties of cavalry soldiers on service. The translation
is made from a new edition, Bvhich contains the modifications introduced conseqiuent on·
the experiences of the late war. The great interest that students feel in all the German
Military methods, will, it is believed, render this hook especially acceptable at the
present time. _____________

THE ARM~Y OF THE NORH&I-GERIMANM CONFEDERA-
TION. A Brief Description of its Orgamisation, of the different Branches of the

-Service and their s'6fe in War, of its Mode of Fighting &c. By a PRUSSIAN GicNn~as.
Translated from the G~erman by·Col. EnwaRn NEWDIGAcTE. Bemy Svo. [cSherfly.
*5The authorship of this hook was erroneously ascrihed to the renowed Count Von

Mol~tke, hut there can he little doubt that it was written under his immediate inspiration.

Shortly will be published, an anthorised and acurate Translation of

STUDIES IN LEADI~NG TROOPS. By Col. You VERDY
Bu YE ~oza. Translated by Lient. Hl. J. T. HanuvARn, 71st Foot. Parts I.
and II. Bemy 8vo.

Netiee.--The G~erman publishers of this work desire to make it known that the author
protests against an edition of Part I. which is on sale in England, and which is both an
inaccurate and unauthorised translation.

s Gen. BEAUCHAIEP WALKIER says of this work:--' I recommend the two ~first numbers
of Clolonel von Verdy's "LStudies " to the attentive perusal of my brother offcers. They
supply a want which I have cften felt during my service in this country, namely, a,
minuter tactical detail of the minor operations of the war than any but the most observant
and fortnnately placed staff officer is in a position to give. I have read and re-read them
very carefully, I hope with profit5 certainly with great interest, and believe that practice,
in the sense of these "Studies, ' would he a valuable prepai~tion for manceuvres on a
more extended scale.' Berlin, June 1872.

HASTY INTRtENCHIMENTS. By A. BRIALMONT, Colonel on
-the Belgian Staff. Translated by CHAS. A. RaipSON, Lieutenant RA., Nine Plates.
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THE

CORNHILL LIBRARY OF FICTION.

It is intended in this Series to produce books of such merit that readers
will care to preserve them on their shelves. They are well printed on good
paper, handsomely bound, with a Frontispiece, and are sold at the moderate
price of '3s. 6d. each.

ROBIN GRAY. By CHARLES GIBBON. With a Frntispiece
by Hennessy. [Ready.

KITTY. By Miss M. BETHAM-EDWARDS. [.Tust oult.

HIR1ELL. By JOHN SAUNDERS, Author of ' Abel Drake's Wife,'
[Immediately.

FOR LACK* OF GSOLD. By CHARLES GIBBON, Author of
'Robin Gray.' [Immediately.

ABEL DRAKE'S WIFE. By JOHN SAUNDERS, Author of

ONE OF TWO. By J. HAIN FRISWELL, Author of' The Gentle
Life' &c.

VII

GCOD'S PROVIDENCE HOUSE. By Mrs. G. LINNAIUS BANKZS.

VIII
THE HIOUSE OF RABY. By Mrs. HOOFER.

Otker Standarrd Novels to follow.,

PANDURANG~ HARI.
A Tale of Maliratta, Life, sixty years ago.

Edited, from the edition of 1826,
By Sir HENR1Y BARTLE E. FaREE, G·.O.S.I., K.G.B.

[in~ tie press.

AN ARABIC AND ENGlLISH DICTIONARY OF THIE
KEORAN.

By Major J. PEKIOE. Poslbtt t. [~Int~e press.
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-FORT HCOMlnINauG NOVE LS.

MEMYOIR·S OF VILLIERSTOWN.~N By C. S. J. Crown 18vo.
With Frontispiece. 6s. [R~eady.

HONOR BLAKIE; THE STORY O1F A PLAIN WOIMAN.
By Mrs. KEjaTrTJiNG, Author of 'English H~omes in India.' Two vols..
crown 8vo. [Nearly ready.

III
TPHE DOCTOR'S DILEM16MA. By HESBA STRETTON, Author of

'Little Meg' &c. &c.

HIESTER MORLEY'S PROMISE. By HESBA STRETTON, Author
of 'Little Meg,' 'Alone in London,' 'David Lloyd's WSill.' Three
vols. crown 8vo. [I thet tpress.

ISRAEL MOR~T, OVERMOAN. TH~IE STOIRY OF THE MLINE.
By JOHN SaUNDERS, Author of 'Hirell,' 'Abel Drake's WS1ife,' &ct.
Three vole, crown Sv~o. [Inz the press.

A NEW7 STORY. By ALICE FISHER, Author of 'Too Bright
to ]Last.' Three volrs. crown Svo.

vII

TPHE SPINSTERS OF BLATCHING)TON. By MAR TRAVERS.
T'wo ~vole.,

VIII
A NEW WORK.~ By Col. MEADOWS TAYLOR, Author of 'Tara')

&3zc. In three volEl.

A LITTLE WORLD. By GEO. MANVILLE FENN, Author of
'The Szapphire Cross,' 'Mad,' &c.

THE HHIGH M~ILLS. By KATHERINE SAUNDERS, Author of
'Gtideon's Rock,' 'The H-aunted Crust,' &c.

OFF TIHE SKELIGSB. By JEA N~rGELOW. In three vole.
XII

WTHAT 'TIS THO LOVE. By the Author of 'F~lora Adair,'
'The Value of Fosterstown,' &c.

XIII

THReOUGH LIFE. By Mrs3. NEWM6AN. Onevol. crown 8vo.
XIV

LISETTE'SE' VEN;TURE. By Mrs. RUSSELL GRAY. Two vole.
crown Svo.
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R ECE~'N TLY PUa~BLIS H E D WvORaKS.

S'EPTIMI~EUS: a Romance. By NATHANIEL HAWTHORNlE, Author
of 'The Scarlet Letter,' 'Transformation,' &c·. ~One volume, crown Svo.
cloth extra, gilt, 9s.

A peculiar interest attaches to this work. It was the last thing the author 
;wrote, and he may be said to have died as he finished it.

·CHANG~E OF AIR AND SC]ENE; A Physician's Hints about
Doctors, Patients, H~ygikne, and Society; with Notes of Excursions for
Health in the Pyrenees,· and amongst; the Watering-places of France
(inland and seaward), Switzerland, Corsica,' and the Medit~erranean.
From the French of Dr. ALPHONSE DONN~l. Large post Svo. 9s.

Utility of Hygi~ne.--The Hygiene of the Four Seasons.--Exercise and
Travels for Health.-M~ineral WS~aters.--Sea Baths.-HBydro -Therapeutics.---
Hygilme of the Lungs.--Hygibne of the Teeth -~-Hygilme of the Stomach.--
Hygiene of the Eyes.--Hygi~ie of Nervous Women.-The Toilet and Dress.~Notes on Fever.

III

THOUGHTS FOR THIE TIMIES. By the Rev. H. II. HAWEIS,
Md.A., Author of 'Music and Morals' &c. Crown Svo. 7s. Gd.

INTRODUCTOHY.--I. The Liberal Clergy. GOD.-Il. Conception. III. Ex-
perience. CHRISTIANITY.--IY. Character. V. History. THE BIaLax--VI
Essence. VII. Doctrine. THE AHTICLEs.--VIII. The Trinity. Original Sin.
IX. Predestination. The Church. LIFH.--X.Pleasure. X~I. acrifice. Wont-
sxIP.-XII. The Lord's Day. XIII. Preaching. CONcLUsION.--XIV. The
Law of Progress.

LIVIES OF ENGLISH POPULAR LEADERS. No. 1. Stephen
Langton. By C'.EDMUrND MAURICE. CrIownSVo. 78. Gd

THE ENGLISH CONSTITUTIONT. By WJALTER BAGEHOT.
A New Edition, revised and corrected, with an Introductory Disserta-
tion on recent changes and events. Crown Svo. 7s. 6d.

CONTENTS.-The Cabinet.-The Pre-requisites of Cabinet Government, and
the peculiar Form whlich they have assumed in England.-The Monarchy.--
The Monarchy (coatiaued) .--The House of Lords.--The Hous& of Commons.-
On Changes of Ministry.-Its supposed Checks and Balances.--It HsoS n
the Effects of tha~t History.- Conclusion .---Appendix. ~Hsoy n

SIX PRIVY~ COBUNCIL JUIDGMbENTST - 1850-18$72. Anno-.
tated by W., G.- BROOHEI, M~A., Barrister-at-Law. Crown 8vo. 9s.

1. Gorham v. Bishop of Exeter.-2. Westerton v. Liddell.--3. Williams v.
Bishop of Salisbury, and Wilson v. Fendal.--4. Martin v. Mackonochie. -,.
Hibbert v. Purchas.-6. Sheppard v. Bennett.

VII

HOMaE-WORDS~I) FORB WBANDERER1S. Sermons by ARTHUR-
S. THOMPSON, B.D., British Chaplain, at St. Petersiburg.
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VIII

MaEM~OIRS OF LEONORA~ CHRISTINA, Daughter of Chris-
tian IV. of Denmark., Writtena during her imprisonment in the Blue
Tower of the Royal Palace at Copenhagen, 1663-1685. Translated by
F. E. BUNN1~TT (T~ransla~tor ofC Grimm's 'Ls~fe ofr Michael Angelo' so.).
W~ith an Autotype Portrait: of the Countess. Medium Svo,

HPERMANNAFS AGHA: an Eastern Narrative. By WS. GrIFFoRD
PALG~RAVE, Author of 'Travels in Central Arabia' B&c. -2 vole.
crown Svo. cloth, extra gilt;, 18s. [Juzst out.

'Reads like a tale of life-, with all its inci~dents: the young will take to it for
its love portions the older for its descriptions, some in this day for its Arab
philos ophy.'-A~tlzeawuea.

'The cardinal merit, however, of the story is, to our thinking, the exquisite
simplicity· and purity of the love portion. There is a positive fragrance as of
newly mownm hay abouit it, as compared with the artificially perfumed passions
which are detailed to us with such gusto by our ordinary novel writers in their
endless volum~es.'- Observer.

AlLEXIS DE TCOCQUEVILLE. Correspondenlce anid Conver-
sations with NA55AUT W. SENIOR from 1833 to 1859. Edited by
Mirs. Ma. C. M. SIMIIPsoN. 2 vols. large post 8vo. 21s. [Ju~zst out.,

From the A th~or's Ilatst Ster·eotyped Edition,
MId[SS YOUMaANS' FIRS3T BOOKg OF BOTANY. DeslignedB

to Cultivate the Observing Powers of Children. New and Enlarged
JEdition, with 3040 E~ngravings. Crown 8vo, Ss, [Jucst ouct.

RI'

AN~ E~SSA ONi TH[E CULTURSE: OF THEI~ OBSERVINTG
POWbBERS OF CHILDREN, especially in connection with the Study
of Botany. By ELIZA A. YOuarBwS, of New York. ]Edited, with
Notes and a Supplement one the ]Extenstionz of the Principle to
Elemenztary Intellectual Training ine General, by JO5SEPI JPAYNE,
Fellow of the College of Preceptors, Author of 'Lectures on the
Science and Art of Educ~ation' B&c. Crown Svo. [Jucst ouct.

XIII

OVC~ERB VOL;CANEOES; OR, THROUGHE FRAN~CE AND:
SPAINB IN 1870. BIy A. KIMesarhPx. Crown Svo.

'Tkhe writer's tone is so pleasant, his language is so good,- and his spirits are
s~o fresh, buoyant, and exhilarating, that you find yourself inveigled into reatd-
ing, for the thousand-and-first time, a description of a Spaknish hull-fight.'--
Illastrated Loazdoa News.

'The adventures of our tourists are related with a good deal of pleasantry
atnd humorous dash, which make the narrative agreeable reading.'--Public
Opiaiioa.,

'A work which we cordially recommend ·to such readers as desire to know
something of Spain as she is to-day. Indeed, so fresh and original is it, that
we could, have wished that it had been a bigger book than it is.'--Literaryg
W~orld.
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XIV

INT QUEST OF COOLIES. A South Sea Sketch. By JAMES
L;. A. HOPE. CroWn18vo. with 15 mlustrationa from Sketches by,~ the
Author. Price 6s. Second Edition. [~Just out~.

.'At the present moment, when considerable attention has been directed to the
South Seas, by the murder of Bishop Patteson, the little book before us arrives
most opportunely. Mr. Hope's description of the natives is graphic and
amusing, and the book is altogether well worthy of perusal.'--Stcndard.

I Lively and clever sketches.'-Atheaaatm.
'This agreeably written and amusingly illustrated volume.'--Public Opinion.

XVJ

ROUND TPHE W76ORLD IN 1S87. A Volume of Travels, with
Maps. By A. D. CARLISLE, B.A., Trin. Coil., Camb. Demoy Svo. 16s,

'Makes one understand how going round the world is to be done in the
quickest and pleasantest manner, and how the brightest and most cheerful of
travellers did it with eyes wide open and keen attention all on the alert, with
ready sympathies, with the happiest facility of hitting upon the most interesting
features of nature and the most interesting characteristics of man, and all for its
own sake.'-Sp~lectator.

'Delightfully written; as unpretentious and as entertaining a skretch of travel as
we have seen for a long time.'--Scotssaan.

'We can only commend,: which we do very heartily, an eminently sensible*
and readable book.'.-British Quarterly Rev~iew.

XVI

THEE ]NILE WIPTHOUTP A DRAGIOM~AN. (Second Ed~ition.)
By FREDERIC EDEN. In 1 vol. crown Svo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

'Should any of our readers care to imitate Mr. Eden's example, and wish to
see things with their own eyes, and shift for themselves, next winter in Upper
Egypt, they will find this book a very agreeable guide.'--Times.

'Gives, within moderate compass, a suggestive description of the charms,
curiosities, dangers, and discomforts of the N~ile voyage.'-Saturday Review.

'We have in these pages the most minute description of life as it appeared on
the banks of the Nrile; all that could be seen or was worth seeing in nature or
in art is here pleasantly and graphically set down,. . . It is a book to read
during an autumn holiday.'-Specttor.

XVII

SCRIPTURE LANDS INa CONN~ECTI[ON WFITHS TH~EIR$3
HIISTORY. By G. S. DREw, MA., Rector of Avington, Winchester,
Author of 'Reasons of Faith.' Second Edii~ion.· Bevelled boards,
Svo. price l0s. 6d.

'Mr. Drew has invented a new method of illustrating Scripture history--
from observation of the countries. Instead of narrating his travels, and referring.
from time to timne t~o the facts of sacred history belongingito the different places,
he writes an outline history of t~he Hebrew nation from Abraham downwards,
with special reference to the various points in which geography illustrates the
history.'--Saturday Review.

XIVIII

ECHOES OF~ A FAMOUS YEAR. By HARRIET ]PARR, Author
of'h TheC Lif ofJennen dre,' 'n) In the Silver Age,' &c. Crown Svo. Ss. 6d.

A graceful and touching, as well as truthful account of the Franco-Prussian
War. Those who are in the habit of reading books to children will find this at
once instructive and delightful.'-Pubic Opinion.

.'Miss Parr has the great gift of charming simplicity of style, and if children
are not interested in her book, many of their seniors will be.'--Bs'itish Quarterly
R~eviewt
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JO)URNA~LS KEIPT IN FRANCE AND ITALY, FROMY 1848
TO 1852. With a Sketch of the Revolution of 1848. By the late
NASSAU WTILLIAM SENIOR. Edited by his Daughter, MI. C. M~. SIMPSON.
Jn 2 vols. post Svo. 24s.

'The present volume gives us conversations with some of the most prominent
men in the political history of France and Italy . .. as well as with others
whose names are not so familiar or are hidden under initiaels. Mr. Senior has
the art of inspiring all men with frankness, and of pe~rsuading them to put
themselves unreservedly in his hands w~ithout fear of private circulation.'--
A tlene~um.

'The book has a genuine historical value.'- ~aturdcy Review.
'No better, more honest, and more readable view of the state of political

society during the existence of the second Republic could well be looked for.'--
Extaminer.

'Of the value of these volumes as an additional chapter in the history of
France at the period when the Republic passed into the Empire, it is impossible
to speak too highly.'--Public Op3inion.

xx
THE SECIRET OF LONG) LIFE. Dedicated, by slpecial per-

mission, toLORD ST. LRONARD5. Large crownSvo. 5s.
'A pleasantly written volume, of a very suggestive character.'-Standard.
'Some shrewd observations, illustrated by references to a number of remark-

able instances of long life.'-P~ublic Opi2nion.
'A very pleasant little book, which is always, whether it deal in paradox or

earnest, cheerful, genial, scholarly.'- Spectator.
'The bold and striking character of the whole conception is entitled to the

warmest, admiration.'--Pall Jl~ftsll Gczette.
'We should recommend our readers to get this book . because theyr will

be amused by the jovial miscellaneous and cultured gossip with which he strews 
his pages.'--British Quarterly Review.

JEANJi JAROUSSEAU, THEE PASTORE OF THE- DESERT.,
From the French of EITG~rNR PRLLETAN. Translated by Colonel
E. P. DR L'HO5TE. In fcp. 8vo. with an Engraved Frontispiece,
price 5s.

'There is a poetical simplicity and picturesqueness; the noblest heroism;
unpretentious religion; pure love, and the spectacle of a household brought up
in the fear of the Lord. . .The whole story has an air of quaint antiquity
similar to that which invests with a charm more easily felt than described the
site of some splendid ruin.' -_Illustrated London N ws.

'TPhis charming specimen of Eugbne Pelletan's tender grace, humour, and high-
toned moratlit~y.'--Notes and Queries.

'A touching record of the struggles in the cause of religious liberty of a real
man.'-- Gracphi'c.

THE SUBST~ANTIVE SEN~IORWITY ARMY~ LIST. Ftirst
Issune. Majors and Captains. Containing the Names of all S~ub-
stantive Majors and Captains serving upon Full-pay or Retired upon
H~alf-pay, arranged according to their Seniority in the Service, and in
such order as immediat~ely' to exhibit the standing of every such Manjor
or Captain for Promotion in his own Arm of the Service, whether
Cavalry, Artillery, Engineers, Infantry, or Marines, specifying their
particular Corps, and distinguishing those holdinzg higher Brevet-rank.
By Captain F. B3. P. WHITR, 1st W. I. Regiment. Svo. sewed, 2s. 6d.
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xx"'I
DISCIPINE AND DRCLL. Four Ljectures delivered to the

London Scottish Rifle Volunteers. By Captain S. Fxoon PAG~E,
Adjutant: of the Regiment, late 105th Light Infantry, and Adjutant
of the Edinburgh Rifle Brigade. JTust; published. A Cheaper Edition,
price ls.

'One of the best-known anzd coolest-heade'd of the metropolitan regiments,
whose adjutant, moreover, has lately published an admirable collection of
lectures addressed by him to the men of his corps.'- Times.

'Capt. Page has something to say . . and in every case it is said moderately,
tersely, and well'~-Daily Telegraph.

'The very useful and interesting work. . . Every~ Volunteer, officer or
private, will be the better for perusing and digesting the plain-spoken truths
which Captain Page so firmly, and yet so modestly, puts before them; and we
trust that the little book in which they are contained will find its way into all
parts of Great ]Britain.'-- Volu tee,' Service Gazette.

'The matter . . . is eminently practical, and the sty-le intelligible and
unostentatious.'- Glasgowo Volunteer N~ews.

~Xxi
CATHOEEE(LICI[S]M AND' TPHE VATICAN. With a Narrative of

the Old Catholic Congress at Mdunich. By J. LtOWRY WHITTLE, A.M.,
Trin. Coll., Dublin. Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d.

'WTe cannot follow the author through his graphic and lucid sketch of the
Catholic movement in Germany and of the Munich Cong~ress, at which he was
present; but we may cordially recommend his book to all who wish to follow
the course of the movement.'- Saturday R2eview.

'A valuable and pbilosophic contribution to the solution of one of the greatest
questions of this stirring age.'-GChurch T~imes.

`xxv

NAZARETH: ITS LIFE A~ND LESSONS. In small 8vo.
cloth, Ss. By, the Author of ' The Divine Kingdom on Earth as it is
in Heaven.'

'I Him was li~fe, and the life was the light of men.'
'A singularly reverent and beautiful books; the style in which it is written is

not less chaste and attractive than its subject.'--Daily Telegrap~h.
'We would earnestly command it for attentive perusal to those who are pro-

posing to undertake, or have just entered upon, the sacred ministry in our
church.'--Morning Post.

'Perhaps ope of the most remnarkable books recently issued in the whole
range of English theology. . . . Original in design, calm and appreciative in
lang~uage, noble and elevated in style, this book, we venture to think, will
live.'-G hurch an's Mlagazine.

XXvYI :
TH6E DIVINE KING~DOMld ONb ~%EART AS IT ISf ~IN

HIEAVEN. In demy 8vo. bour~d in cloth, price l0s. 6d. 'Our
C~OMMl~llONwEALTH is inl Heaven.'

' It isbut seldom that in the course of our critical duties we have to deal with
a volume of any size or pretension so entirely valuable and satisfactory as
this. . .. There is not a living divine to whom the authorship would not be a
credit. . .. It is a remarkable book, and indicates a great deal of vigour in the
mind that conceived it. Not the least of its beauties is the perfect simplicity
and -clearness conjoined with a certain massive beauty of style.'--Literary
Ghurchman.

'We cordially recognise the high purpose and devout spirit which characterise
this wor~k. It is both thoughtful and eloquent.'-B~ritish Quarter~ly Review.
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POETRY.

THE LEGENDS OF ST. PATRICK, ANPD OTHER POEMS.
By AUBBEE DR VERB. Crown Svo. 6s. [Thiis day.

SONGeS OF LIFE AND DEATH., By JOHN PA.YNE, Author of
'Int~aglios,'' Sonnets,' 'The Masque of Shadows,' &c. Crown 8vo.

[Jucst out.
III

EROS AGbONISTES. By E.B. D. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d. [Jucst out.

SONG~(S OF TWKO WORLDS. By a NEW WTRITER. Focp. 8vo.
cloth, 5s.

'The volume is marked both by lyrical feeling and lyrical art. . . it is poetic
both in substance and form.,'-Daily News.

'There is genuine beauty in his workr-bright pure thoughts and tender
fancies.'-Scotsman.

'So free and unaffected ·That we cannot but believe that the 'C new writer"
must be a very old student, and a long-practised manipulator in the mechaniics
of verse.'-~Maachester Examniner.

V '

THE INN ObF STRANPGSE M-EETING)S, ANiD OTHIER
POEMS. By MORTIaseE CoLLus. CrownF. Svo. i

'Mr. Collins has an undercurrent of chivalry and romance beneath the trifling
vein of good-humoured banter which is the special characteristic of his verse.

The " Inn of Strange Meetings " is a sprightly piece.'-Ad theaa'tm.
'Abounding in quiet humour, in bright fancyT, in sweetness and melody of

expression, and, at times, in the tenderest. touches of pathos.'- Graphic.

VI

ASPROM~ONTE, ANPD OTHER POEMS. Second Edition,
cloth, 4s. 6d.

'The volume is anonymous; but there is no reason for the author to be
ashamed of it. The " Poems of Italy" are evidently inspired by genuine en-
thusiasm in the cause espoused; and one of them,' "The Execution of: Felice
Orsini,") has much poetic merit, the event celebrated being told with dramatic
force.'-4th~eaaum.

'The verse is fluent and free.'--Spectator.

VII

TH3E DREAM~ ANeD THE ]DEED, AN~D OTHPER POEMaS.
By PaTRICKi SCOTT, ALut~hor of 'Fobotp~aths between Two Worlds' &tc.
Fcp. 8vo. cloth, 5s.

'A bitter and able satire onl the vices and follie~ of the day, literary, social,
an d p olitical.'- Sta da rd.

'Sbowys real poetic power coupled with evidences of satirical energy.'--Edia-
burgh Djaily Review.
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B6 ooks Publish~ed b~y Henry S. Kinzg &' Co.

LIFE ·AND WVORKS OF

TEREV. FRED. W. ROBE RTSON.

NEWJ AND CHEAPER EDITIONS.

LIFE ANDi~ LETTERS~ OF THFE LALTE RPEV. FRBED. Wd.
ROBERTSON, MyIA. Ediited by STOPFORD BROOKE, M.A., Hon.
Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen. Library Edition, in demy 8vo.
with Steel Portrait. 12s.

A Popu~lar Edition, in one volume, 18 nowv ready, price 6s.

SERMIONS~:--Price 38. 6d. per vol.
First Series . . . , Small crown Svo.
Second Series . , Small crown Svo.
Third Series . Small crown Svo.
Fourth Series . .. Small crown Svo.

EXPOSITORY~t LECTCURES ON ST. PAU~L'S EPISTLE TO
THE CORINTHIANS. Small crown 8vo. 6is.

LtECTURES ANdD ADDREGSSES ON~i LITERARLWY ACND
SOCIAL TOPICS. Small crown Svo. 3s. 6d.

AN~P ANALYESIS OF MR.~· TENNYSON~T~'$ 'S[; ~'IN EMORIAM.'[,
(Dedicated by permission to the Poet-Laareate.) F~cp. Svo. 2s.

TH~E EDUCTG~IONJ OF THE HUMANr RACE.3 Translat~ed
from the German of ~OTTHIOLD EPERAIKI LEssINGt. Fep. Svo. 2s. 6d.

A LECTURE ON FIRIED. W. ROBERTSON, MA~.8 By the
* Rev. F. A. NOBLE, delivered beforte the Young Men's Christian

*Association of Pittsburgh, U.S. is. 6d.
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SERMONS BY THE·

REV. STOPEORD A. BROOKE, M.A.
Honrorary Chaplain to Her Miajesty tlhe Queen.

THE LIFE AND W~ORKC OF FREDERICK~ DENISON
MAVIURICjE. A Memorial Sermon. Crown Svo. sewed, is.

CHRIST IN MILODERN LIFE. Sermons preached in St.
James's Chapel, Yorkr Street, London. Third Edition. Crown Svo.
75. 6d.

'Nobly fearless and singularly strong . . carries our admiration through-
out.'--British Quarterly Review.

'Earnest, thoughtful discourses on some of the deepest religious questions of
the day.'--New YorkZ Times.

III

FREEDOM: IN THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND. Second
Edition. Six Sermons suggested by the Vosey Judgment. In One
Volume. Crown Svo. cloth, 3s. 6d.

' Every one should read them. No one can be insensible to the charm of his
style, or the clear logical manner in which he treats his subject.'- Churchman's
Moathly.

'WVe have to thank Mr. Brooke for a very clear and courageous exposition of
theological views, with which we are for the most part in full rsympathy.'--
Spe~ctator.

'Interesting and readable, and characterised by great clearness of thought
frankness of statement, and moderation of tone.'-GChurch Opinion.

'A very fair statement of the views in respect to freedom of thought held by
the liberal party in the Church of England .'-Black~wood's Magazine.

SERMONS PREACHED IN ST. JAMES'S CHAPEL, YORK
STREET, LONDON. Fifth Edition.- Crown Svo. 6s.

'No one who reads these sermons will wonder that Mr. Brooke is a great
power in London, that his chapel is thronged, and his followers large and en-
thusiastic. They are fiery, energetic, impetuous sermons, rich with the treasures
of a cultivated imagination.'- Guardian.

'Mr. Brooke's sermons are shrewd and clever, and always readable. He is
better off than many: preachers, for he has something to say, and says it.'-.
Churchman's Magazine.

'A ~1ne specimen of the best preaching of the Episcopal pulpit.'--British
Quarterly.
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BOOKS ON I NDIANa SU BJ ECTS.

THE EUROPEAN ~IN INDIA. A Handbook of practical
information for those proceeding to, or residing in, the East Indies,
relating to Outfits, Routes, Time for Departure, Indian Climate, &c.
By EDMUND C. P. HIULL.' With a MEDICAL G~UIDE FOR
ANGLO-INDIANS. Being a compendium of Advice to Europeans in
India, relating to the Preservation and Regulation of H~ealth. By R.
S. Mans, M.D., F`.R.C.S.E., late Deputy Coroner of Madras. In one
vol. post 8vo. 6s.

'Full of all sorts of useful information to the English settler or traveller in
India.'-Staadard.

'One of the most valnable bookrs ever pnblished in India--valuable for its
sound information, its careful array of pertinent facts, and its sterling common
sense. It is a publisher's as well as an author's "h it," for it supplies a want
which few persons may have discovered, but which everybsody will at once
recognzise when once the contents of the' book have been mastered. The medical
part of the works is inva~luable.'-G alcutta Gucrd~iaa.

EASTERN EXPERIENCES. By L. BOWRING, C.S.J., Lord
Canning's Private Secretary, and for many years the Chief Commis-
sionler of Mysore and Coorg. In one vol. demy 8vo. 1 6s. Illustrated
with Maps and Diagrams.

'An admirable and exhaustive geographical, political, and industrial survey-.'--
A theawum.

'The usefulness of this compact and methodical summary of the most
authentic information relating to countries whose welfare is intimately con-
nected with our own, should obtain from MSIr. Lewin Bowring's workr a good
place among treatises of its kind.'--Dcily News.

'Interesting even to the general reader, but more especially so to those who
may have a special concern in that portion of our Indian Empire.'--Post.

'An elaborately got up and carefully compiled work.'--Home News.

~III
A MEMOIR OF THE INDIAN SUR1VEYS. By CLEMLENT

* H. MARKHAM\. Printed by order of Her Majesty's Secretary of State
*for India in Council. Imperial 8vo. l0s.
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BOOKS ON I N DIAN SU BJ ECTS--continuzed.

W7CESTERN INDIA BEFORE IAND DUR~ING) THE MUTI-
NIES. Pictures drawn from Life. By Major-G-eneral Sir G;EORGE
LE G~RAND JACOB, K.C.SI.I, C.B. In one vol. crown Svo. 7s. 6d.

'The most important contribution to the history of Western India durinag
the MRutinies which has yet, in a popular form, been made putdic.'--Athenweum.

'The legacy of a wise veteran, intent on the benefit of his counltrymzen rather
than on the acquhsition of fame.'-L&ondon and. China Express.

'Few men more competent than himself to speak~ authoritatively concerning
Indian affairs.'-Sten ard.

EXCH~IAN~GE TABLES OF STPERLINGS AND INJDIAN 
RUPEE CURRENCY, upon a new and extended system, embracing
values from one farthing to one hundred thousand pounds, and at rates
progressing, in sixteenths of a penny, from is. 9d. to 2s. 3d. per

rupee. By DouaLn FRALSER, Accountant to the British Indian Steam
Navigation Co., Limited. Royal Svo. l0s. G6d.

A CATALOGUE OF MVAPS) OF THE BRITISH POSSESSIONS
IN INDIA AND OTHER PARRTS OF ASIA. Published by Order

of Her Majesty's Secretary of State for India, in Council. Royal Svo.
sewed, is.

A continuation of the above, sewed, price Gd., is now ready.

~P Messrs. Henry S. Kingr 4~ Co. are the a~uthorised algen/ts by the

Governzment for the sale of the whole of the Maps entumerated in, th~is

Caltaloguce.

VII

THE BENGAL QUARTERLY AIRMY LIS8T. Sewed, 15s.

TH[E BOMBAY Do. Do, Sewed, 9s.

THE~ M YADRAS Do. Do. Sewed, 12s.
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;20 Books Pu~blisheda by Henzry S. King~ & Co.

RECENTLY PUBLISHED; NOVELS.

THE PRINCESS CLARICE. A STORY OF 1871. By
M1ORTIM6ER CoLLINS. Crown Svo. 2 vols.

'A bright, fresh, and original book, with which we recommend all genuine
novel readers to become acquainted at the earliest opportunity.'- Standard.

''A charming book which every one should takre as a necessary part of their
holiday luggage.'--John Bull.

A GCOOD MAII[TCH. By A~MELIA PERIIIER, Author of 'Mea
Culpa.' Two vols1. [Jucst out.

'Racy and lively.'-Atheaeumz.
'Agreeably written and unaffected.'-Putbic Qpiaioaz.
'Very brisk, vivacious, and sparkles with arch humour. The charm of the

story is its freshness, yigour, and dash. At times, indeed, the fun becomes
almost rollicking, with much about it of the happy audacity of Lever. And the
two volumes bristle with little, keen, sharp sayings. . .. As pleasant and read-
able a novel as we have seen this season.'-Exammner.

III

THOMAISINA. By the Author of 'Dorothy,' 'De Cressy,'
&c. Two vole, crown Svo. Second Edition.

'W~e wouldi liken it to a finished' and delicate cabinet picture, in which there
is no brilliant colour, and yet all is harmony; in which no line is without its
purpose, but all contribute to the unity of the work.'-A tleneum.

'For the delicacies of character-drawing, for play of incidlent, and for finish of
style, we must refer our readers to the story itself: from the perusal of which
they cannot fail to derive both interest and amusement.'--Daily News.

'Very pleasant and lively reading.'-- Graiphic.
'This undenaibly pleasing story.'--Pall iMall Gazette.

THE STORY OF SIR EDWIARD'S WJCIFE. By HAMILTON
M~asHaLL, Author of 'For Very Life.' One vol. crown 8vo.

'There are many clever conceits in it . .. Mr. Hamilton ~Marshall proves
in "Sir Edward's Wife" that he can tell a story closely and pleasatntly.'--Pall
Miall Gazette.

'A quiet, graceful little story.'--Spectator.
'There is a freshness and vigour in Mr. Marshall's writings that will be

enjoyed by the thoughtful reader.'--Public Opoiuioa.
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LINKED AT LAST. By F. E. BUNNATT. One vol. crown 8vo.
"''Linked at Last " contains so much of pretty description, natural incident,

and delicate portraiture, that the reader who once takes it up will not be
inclined to relinquish it without concluding the volume.'-lliorning Post.

'A very charming story.'-John Bull.
'A very simple and beautiful story.'-Public Opinion.

PERPLEXITY. By SYDN~FY MosryN, a New Writer. Three
vole, crown Svo.

'Unquestionably a very powerful story. What may be called its manipulation
is exceedingly able, inasmuch as it is told in an autobiographical form ; and yet
it exhibits the thoughts, feelings, ideas, and temptations of a woman of varied
and inter esting characteristics. '-Morning Post.

'W~e congratulate Sydney Mostyn on the production of a deeply interesting
work, full of manly thoughts, admirable reflections, and sparkling humour.
The work is aptly named, and we can assure its author.we shall experience no
perplexity when others from his pen lie on our table.'-Public Opinion,

'Shows much lucidity, much power of portraiture, and no inconsiderable sense
of humonr.' -Extaminer.

'The literary workmanship is good, and the story forcibly and graphically
told.'--Daily News.

'Written with very considerable power, the plot is original and . .. worked
out with great cleverness and sustained interest.'- Standard.

VII

CRUEL AS THE GRAVE. By the COUNTESS VON BOTHMER.
Three vcols. crown Svo.

' Jealousy is cruel cs the Grave.'
' The Wise Man's motto is prefixed to an interesting, though somewhat tragic,

storyv, by the Countess von Bothmer. . . Her German prince, with his
chivalrous affection, his disinterested patriotism, and his soldierlike sense of
duty, is no unworthy type of a national character which has lately given the
world many instances of old-fashioned heroism.'---Athenaum.

'This graceful story--tender and gay, with the sweetest tenderness and the
brightest gaiety--whether pathetic or satirical, is always natural and never
dull.'-l2llorning Post.

'An agreeable, unaffected, and eminently readable novel.'--Daily Newrs.

VIII

HER TITLE OF HONOUR. By HOLME LEE. One vol. crown
Svo. (Second Edition.)

'It is unnecessary to recommend tales of Holme Lee's, for they are well
known, and all more or less liked. But this book far exceeds even our favourites,
"cSylvan Holt's Daughter," "'Kathie Brande," and "Thorney H~all," because
with the interest of a pathetic story is united the value of a definite and high
purpose.'- Spoectator.

'W~e need scarcely say of a book of Holme Lee's writing, that it is carefully~finished and~ redolent of a refined and beautiful soul. We have no more
accomplished or conscientious literary artist.'--British Q arterly.

'A most exquisitely written story.'--Literary Church an.
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65 CORNHILL:

Augu~st 1872.

TH~E

MESSRS. HENRY S. K~ING· & Co. have the pleasure to announce
that tinder the above title they intend to issue a SERIEs of. POuLAR
TREATISES, emhodying the results of the latest investigations in the various
departments of Science at present most, prominently before the world.

The character and scope of the Series will be best indicated by a
reference to the names and· subjects included in the following List; from
which it will be seen that the co-operation of many of the most distin-
guished Professors in England, America, Germany, and France has been
already secured.

Alfhough these W~orks are not speciaily designed for the instruction of
beginners, still as they are intended to address the non-scientific pucblio, they
will be, as far as possible, explanatory in character, and free from techni.
calities. The object of each author will he to bring his subject as near as
he can to the general reader.

The Series will also he published simultaneously in New 'York by
Messrs. D. Appleton & Co.; in Paris by M. Germer Baillibre; and in
Leipzig by Messrs. Brockhaus. The volumes will be crown 8vo. size, well
printed on good. paper, strongly and elegantly hound, and will sell in this
country at a price nzot eceeding F~iive Shiillings.

A first List of Authors and Subjects is appended; but several of the
titles are provisional. The first volume, by PROFESSOR' JNO. TYNDALL;,
F.R.S., entitled ' THE FORIMS OF WATER IN RAIN AND RIVERS,
ICE, AND GTLACIERS,' is now in the press, and will be published in the
Autumn. It is impossible at present to give a definite announcement of the
order of publication; but it is expected that, besides Professor Tyndall's
book, the following will be issued during the present year:-

THE PRINCIPLES OF MENTAL PHYPSIOLOGYP.
By Dr. CARPENTER.

BODILY MVOT'IONi AND CONSCIOUSNESS,.
By Professor IHxUzvE, F.R.S.

PHYSICS AND POLITICS.
By WALTER BAGEHOT.

FOOD ANID DIETS.
By Dr. EDWARD SMdITH, F.R.S.; and

EARTHE-SCGULP TURESE .
By Professor RAM5AY, F.R.S.
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INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC SERIES--FIRST LIST

Professor T. H. HUXLEY, LL.]D. F.R.S.
BODILY MOTION AND CONSCIOUSNESS.

Dr. W., B. CARPENTERC, LL.D, ]F.R.S.
THE PRINCIPL;ES OF MENTAL PHEYSIOLOGY.

Sir JOHN LUBBOCK, Batrt., F.R.S.,
THE ANTIQUITY OF MAN.

Professor RUDOLPH VIRCHOW (of the University of Berlin).
MORBID PHYSIOLOGFICAL ACTION.

Professor ALEXANDER BAIN, LL.D.
RELATIONS OF MIND AND BODY.

Professor BALFOUR STEWART, LtL.D, F.R.S.
THE CONSERVATION OF ENERG-Y.

WALTER BAGEHtlOT, Esq.l
PHYSICS AND POLITICS.

Dr. H. CHARLTONJ BASTIAN, M.D., F.R.S.
THIE BRAIN AS AN ORGAN OF MIND.

HERBERT SPENCER, Esq.
THE STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY.

Professor WrILLIAM~k ODLING3, F.R.S.
THE NEWV CH~EMISTRY.

Professor WP. THISELTON DYER, B.A., B.Sc.
FORM AND HABIT IN FLOWERING~ PLANTS.

Dr. EDWARD) SMYITH, F.R,S.
FOOD AND DIETS.

Professor W. KBING)DON CLIFFORD, M.,A.
THIE FIRST PRINCIPLES OF THIE EXACT SCIENCES
EXPLAINED TO THIE NON-MATHEMATICAL.

Mr. 3. N. LOCKYER, F.R.S.
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS.

WiC. LAUrDER LINeDSAYu, M.aD,, F.R.~S.E.
MIND IN THE LO~WER ANIMALS.
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I NTERNATIONAL .SCIENTIFIC SERIES--F.IRST' LIST.

Dr. 3 B. PETTIGR~EW, M.D, F.ThS.
WTALKING, SWIMMING, AND FLYING.

Professor A. C. RAMSAY, LL.D, F.R.S.
EARTH-SCULPTURE : .HillsI, Valleys, Mountains, Plains, Rivers,
Lakes; how they were Produced, and how they ha've been Destroyed.

Professor JOHN TYNDALL, LL.D, F.R.S.
THIE FORMS OF WATER IN RAIN AND RIVERS ICE
AhND GLACIERS.

Dr. HENRYP MAUDSLEY.
RESPONSIBILITY IN DISEASE.

Professor W. STANTLEY JIEVONS.
TrHE LOGIC OF STATISTICS.

Professor MICHAEL FOSTER, MY.D.
PROTOPLASM ~AND THE CELL THEORY.

Rev. M.~ 3. BERKELEY~, M.A, IF.L.S.
FUNGI : their Nature, Influences, and Uses.

Professor CLAUDE BERNIARD (of the College of France).
PHE3YSICAL AND METAPHEYSICAL PHIENOMENA OF LIFE.

Professor A. QUETELET (of the Brussels Academry of Sciences).
SOCIAL PHYSICS.

Professor H., SAINTE CLACIRE D'E~VILLE.
AN INTRODUCTION TO GENERAL CHEMISTRY.

Professor WURTZ.
ATOMS AND THE ATOMIC THEORY,

Professor D. QUIATREFAG)ES.
THIE NEGtRO RACES.

Professor LACAZE-DUTHIERS.
ZOOLOGY SINCE CUVIER.

Professor BERTHELOT.
CHIEMICAL SYNITHESIS.

Professor 3. ROSIENTHAL (of the University of Berlin).
(Subject not yet received)
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